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water pumping consisting of centrifugal pumps, energy recovery
turbines, and variable speed electric motor drives; which has been
abbreviated herein as a CT system.

Base Case
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recovery ratio.
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1.

1 .I

Study

Definition

INTRODUCTION

and Team

The Preliminary Research Study team included: SAIC, VARI-POWER Company, Mr. Terry
Henshaw, and The palmyra Group. This Final Technical Report (FTR) resulted from the efforts of
this team. The study was sponsored by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, Water Treatment
Technology Program, under Contract No. 142%3-SP-8 1-195 10.
One of the contract requirements was to study a specific water problem at a location in the Western
United States. A proposed 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d)l seawater desalting facility to be located in the
San Diego region was selected as the focus of this study. This desalting facihty would be located along
the San Diego coastline. The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility and performance
advantages of using the VARJ-ROT” reverse osmosis pumping and energy recovery technology for
this plant.
The team members for this study were:
Science Applications International
Corporation:
SAIC, with nearly 16,000 employees, has
become one of the largest employee-owned companies in the United States; and one of
the foremost R&D centers in the country. SAIC has been able to attract and retain
acknowledged experts in all of the nations most significant interest areas: Mti0M.l
security, energy, environment, health, and high technology products.
Dr. Ali E. Dabiri, of the Technology Development Group, was the Project Manager for
this study.
VARI-POWER
Company: VPC has developed aud patented a unique power transmission
method for efficiently driving energy-efBcient positive displacement (PD) pumping and
energy recovery systems for a variety of uses. The use of this method for reverse
osmosis desalination is known as the VAR.I-RO system, abbreviated in this report as VRO.
This technology provides the capability to make PD pumping feasible for large scale
systems and save considerable energy as compared to existing methods using cemrifugal
pumps, energy recovery turbines, and variable speed drives. The centri&gal/turbine
system is identified in this report as the CT system.
Mr. Willard D. Childs was the Principal Investigator for this study, and has built and
tested a previous prototype VARI-RO system.
He has over 30 years experience in the pumping field. He has held
Mr. Terry Hensbaw:
responsible positions with major pump manufactumm, and has published a book entitled:
“‘Reciprocating Pumps, ” copyright 1987; which is an authoritative book on crank type
power pumps and direct acting pumps. hi addition he has published numerous articles on
pumping in major technical magazines. He has advanced the state-of-the-art in pumping
with the design of a multistage centrifugal pump for liquid CO2 and a power pump for
30,000 PSI operation. For many years he was employed by Ingersoll-Rand and Union
Pump Company in positions of Sales Engineer, Manager of Reciprocating Pump
Division, and Manager of Research and Development.

1.

million gallonsper day (MGD), or 113,550cubic metersper day, capacityis equal to water
production of about 30,000 acre-feetper year at 90% capacityfactor. One acre-foot is suf&ient for two
averagehmilies for oneyear. accordingto the Metropolitan Water District of SouthernCalifornia
(MWD).

30

1

Mr. Henshaw performed a technical review of the Direct Acting” pumping method
which is used in the VAR.&RO system. The report on his findings is included in appendix
B (Hen&w, 1993).
The Palmyra Group:
Pahnyra specializes in water supply consulting engineering technical
review, and project management of large water treatment and energy projects.
The
group’s expertise includes chemical process and mechanical engineering for both the
reverse osmosis and the thermal distillation desalination methods.
Recent project
involvement by the group’s principals includes the design, review, and economic analysis
of seawater desalination for Pacific Gas & Electric, Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California, and San Diego County Water Authority. For the latter project, Jack
Laughlin of the Pahnyra Group had project management responsibility for the South Bay
Desalination Study (Carollo, Laughlin, 1994), including: engineering, economic, and
environmental analysis.
Mr. Jack Laughlin and Mr. Tom Wolf performed the economic analysis of the VARI-RO
system, and their report is included in appendix C (Palmyra, 1994).

1.2

Study

Objectives

and Technical

Benefits

The overall objective of the study effort was to perform preliminary research studies on how the
cost of potable water produced by desalination can be reduced. More specifically, this study was
directed at the use of alternate pumping and energy recovery technologies for the reverse osmosis
(RO) desalination process, which are more energy eflicient and environmentally attractive than
existing methods.
The focus of this study was a new approach to pumping and energy recovery (the VARI-RO
techuology) for reverse osmosis desahnation. This technology offers the potential to substamially
reduce energy consumption when compared to existmg methods. Energy consumption savings in the
range of 25% to 50% have been projected. The range of savings projections depends upon which
existing method is being compared to, the system capacity? and the recovery ratio (RR) being
considered. In addition, it offers the potentral for other operational benefits and cost savings,
including the reduction of the number of membrane elements required for a given water production
by operating at lower recovery ratios. The primary goal of this study was to determine the
feasibility, and the benefits, of using this new approach for the San Diego de&nation project; as well
as other desahnation applications.
This study has answered some of the practical questions relative to the implementation of this new
approach for large scale desalination facilities, utilizing commercially available equipment that has
These practical questions included:
been proven in other industries.
mechanical design,
nlaiamme,
and economic benefits. This study has satisfactorily answered these
pXfOlllUUl~,
practical questions.

1.3

Specific

Water

Problem

and Location

Presently 90% of the water for the San Diego region is imported from Northern California, via the
State Water Project (SWP) or from the Colorado River. The raaining
10% comes from runoff
stored in local reservoirs. Population increases, the recent six year drought, projected shortages of
water to supply the SWP, and contingency plans for emergencies (such as earthquakes) have
stimulated a search for alternative water supplies. Seawater desahing is one of the primary
aiternatives being considered.

Three feasibility studies for seawater desalination sponsored by the San Diego County Water
Authority (SDCWA) have been completed in April 1991, March 1992, and the latest in June 1994;
(Black & Veat4 1991), (Black & Veatch 1992), and (CarolIo, Laughlin 1994) respectively. These
studies explored the possibility of using various thermal and membrane desahnation technologies,
including multi-stage flash (MSF), multi-effect distillation (MED), reverse osmosis powered by
electric motors (ROM), reverse osmosis powered by steam turbines (ROS), and hybrid systems using
both RO and MED. It was concluded in the March 1992 study that RO would he the most suitable
technology for this 6x&y, using either the ROM or the ROS drive method. It was further concluded
in the June 1994 study that ROM was the preferred method.
Study results show that the ROM seawater desalting energy consumption can be reduced by 30%, by
using the VARI-RO pumping and energy recovery technology instead of conventional centrifugal
pumps and energy recovery turbines. These results were based on a recovery ratio of 45%. It also
shows possible economic and environmental advantages of operating at recovery ratios lower than
45%, which is feasible because of the flat energy consumption characteristic of the VARI-RO system
versus recovery ratio.

1.4

Scope of Work and Methodology

The methodology was to identify the characteristics of a base case system utilizing existing methods
for pumping and energy recovery. From these base chamcteristics a prehminary sizing, and selection
of key components, for a VAN-R0 system was accomplished. The performance of this system was
predicted, and the performance was compared to the base system fix energy consumption and
environmental emissions. From these performance comparisons, cost savings were projected for a
variety of operating scenarios. The results were then summarized on figures and tables, to allow
ready interpretation of the conclusions.
In addition to performance comparisons, the study made practical assessments of the technology,
including: mechanical design, maintenance, and economic analysis.
The work for this study was divided into key tasks as follows:
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

1
2
3
4

Base Case Charactexistics Definition
VARI-RO Prew,
System Design
Performance Comparrsons
Economic Analysis & Benefits

The results of the work from these tasks have heen summarized in this report, along with
conclusions and recommendations (see SECTION 2.).
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2.

CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has shown that the VARI-RO technology can significantly reduce the cost of desalted
water, primarily by reducing the energy requirements. For some sites, other economic benefits can be
provided by operatmg at lower recovery ratios. The lower energy consumption of this technology
can change the perception that seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalt& is energy intensive, as
compared to other water supply alternatives. The efficiency improvements over other methods,
also indicate that the technology can reduce the energy requirements for brackish water reverse
osmosis (BWRO) desalting
From the work performed during this study, including the technical and economic evaluations, the
following conclusions and recommendations were reached about the VARI-RO technology:
1.

The technology is technically viable and satisfactory service can be obtained for low,
medium, or high capacity desalting plants (see SECTION 4.8).

2.

Power savings of 5.2 MW (30% system reduction) can be obtained over conventional
centrifugai pump and energy recovery turbine methods, for a 30 MGD (l13t550
m3/d) SWRO facility designed for the San Diego region (see SECTION 5.3).

3.

Energy cost savings of $2.45 million per year were projected for an electric power
rate of 6e/kWh, which would provide a capital cost payback period of about two
years (see SECTIONS 7.1.4 and 7.1.6).
NOTE: It is expected that the cost of the VARI-RO system will be
reduced as a result of design improvements and refinement of
production techniques.
This could signi&antly
reduce the
payback period.

4.

The cost of water can be reduced f&n $963 to $897 per acre-foot (AF) [$0.78 to
SO.73 per cubic meter (m3)]. This is a substautial %66/AF (!§0.054/m3) or 7%
reduction in water cost. The VARI-RO water cost reduction can be increased to
$14O/AF (%0.114/m3) or 130/4 when compared to svstems with lower centrifugal
pump efficiency (see SECTION 7.1.3 for the efRciendies used and SECTION 7.1.7
for the cost of water sensitivity).

5.

A cost of water reduction of $66/AF ($0.054/m3) and $14O/AF ($lO.l14/m3)
represents a savings potential of $40 million and $85 million, respectively, over a
20 year operating period.

6.

Seawater can be desalted with 4.2 MW (22% total reduction) less power than
importing water to the San Diego region from Northern California via the State
Water Project (see SECTION 5.3).

7.

A membrane related capital cost savings of over $11 million (8.7% reduction from
the total capital cost) was estimated for the Reduced Membrane Quantity Option by
operating at 25% recovery ratio, instead of 45%. This membrane related cost
reduction would further reduce the cost of water to approximately $821/AF, less any
additional costs associated with the corresponding higher feed water and concentrate
flow (see SECTIONS 5.4 and 7.2.1).

4

8.

The energy cost savings, at 6t/kWh, can be increased from $2.45 million per year to
$3.11 million per year by operating at lower pressures, which can be achieved with
the lower recovery ratio option. This option becomes even more attractive for
regions with higher electric power rates (see SECTIONS 5.4.2 and 7.2.2).

9.

Improved product water quality can be achieved by operating at lower recovery
ratios, and still achieve low energy operation (see SECTION 5.4.3).

10.

Environmental benefits can be realized through lower air emissions, resulting knn
higher efficiency operation; and from operating at lower reject brine discharge
concentrations (see SECTIONS 5.1.1 and 5.52).

11.

Future direct drive engine options offer the potential to further reduce energy
consumption and the capabiIity to use lower cost energy sources (see SECTION 6.)

12.

The assumed capital costs for the VARI-RO system used in this study are expected to
dewease as a result of design improvements and improved manukhning
techniques,
so the cost of water savings could be even greater than those shown herein (see
SECTION 7.1.6).

13.

In summary, there is a de&&e incentive for the commercial development and
application of the VARI-RO technology for SWRO desalination plants. Because of
the higher efficiency operation shown by this technology; significant benefits can
also be reahzed for BWRO and recyckd water facilities. These savings can make
desabg a cost effkcfive water supply solution in locations where it is now exchrded
becauseof highenergycosts.

14.

It is mcommended by the Palmyra study herein that a program of design reBnement,
upgraded equipment cost estimatmg, appl.ications analysis, and pilot testing be
initiated. This program would demonstrate the performance, -operational features,
and reliability of the technoiogy; plus provide familiarization and confidence to water
supply prof~siouals that the ewnomic benefits of the VARI-RO technology can be
realized.

15.

lt is further recommended that water supply professionals evaluate the economic
beneMs of the VARI-RO system for existing, and also for new projects present@
under consideration or being designed. In many cases it will be able to reduce costs,
and also to improve the cost effectiveness of desalting versus other water supply
improvement methods. For new projects, by providing a physical plant layout, that
canaccommodatethiscostsavingsystaa,itwiubepossibletoassurethatitcanbe
incorporated during initial construction, or retrofitted at a later date.
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3.
3 .l

Cases

TASK 1 - BASE CASE CHARACTERISTICS

Selected

DEFlNiTlON

for Review

TASK 1 was to establish a base case system. The VARI-RO system would then be compared to this
base case. To define the base case, three previous studies of existing methods were reviewed, which
used centrihgal pumping for reverse osmosis de&nation.
In this report, these studies have been
designated as CASE 1, CASE 2, and CASE 3. The characteristics for these cases were established by
obtaining reports f&n SDCWA and data from other sources; inchxiiq buhetins and papers by
membrane man-rs,
such as DuPont and DOW Chemical Company. The cases reviewed are as
follows:
CASE 1 From SDCWA report dated April 1991 (Black & Veatch 1991)].
For CASE 1, recovery ratios of 30%, 40%, and 50% were used. The performance
adysis was based on the same pressure of 1065 PSI (73.5 BAR) for all recovery ratios.
However, at 50% recovery ratio it was stated that 1200 PSI (82.8 BAR) would be
necessary for the hollow fine fiber membranes.
CASE 2 From SDG&E and SDCWA report dated March 1992 (Black & Veatch 1992).
For CASE 2, recovery ratios of 40%, 45%, and 50% were used with pressures of 900 PSI
(62.1 BAR), 975 PSI (67.2 BAR), and 1040 PSI (71.7 BAR),respectively.
The
centrifugal pump efficiencies used in CASE 2 were iower than in CASE 1.
CASE 3
Compiled from SDCWA report dated June 1994, (Carollo, Laughlin 1994)
For CASE 3 recovery ratios of 25 %, 35%, and 45% were selected at pressures of 940 PSI
(64.8 BAR), 940 PSI (64.8 BAR), and 960 PSI (66.2 BAR), respectively. This was
compiled from TABLE 3, ROM, Energy Tabulation of the June 1994 report and the
DOW FILMTEC letter report dated April 10, 1992 (DOW, 1992) on membrane
performance at various recovery ratios.
The characteristics of the three cases were established in a way that would allow direct comparison to
the VARI-RO system characteristics. Herein the centrifugaI pump, energy recovery turbine, and
variable speed drive systems are referred to as: CT 1, CT 2, and CT 3. The VARI-RO systems for
operating at the same parameters are referred to as: VARI-RO 1, VARI-RO 2, and VARI-RO 3. In
someofthechartsandtables,tfiela#erhasbeenshortenedtovRO1,vRO2,aodvRO3.
For each of the cases, the performance characteri&s of the existing methods were determined from
the previous studies and from other available i&rature. The performance characteristics of the
VARI-RO system were determined from manufacturers’ iiterature on key components, and
experience with the operation of similar equipment; plus a previous prototype that was tested.

3.2

Base

Case

Selection

The general characteristics of the three cases were similar. In the interest of brevity, only CASE 3
(CT 3 and VRO 3) will be covered in detail in this report. Tabulations of characteristics for CASE 3
are given in SECTION 5.0, and CASE 1 and CASE 2 characteristics are included in appendix D for
reference. The overall energy consumption performance, for all three cases, is covered in SECTION
5.2. In aII three cases, a 5 MGD RO train capacity was used; which would require six trains for a 30
MGD (113,550 m3/d) facility capacity.

For CASE 3, the following recovery ratios and membrane feed pressures were selected:
Recovery Ratio, RR
Pressure (PSI)

25%
940

35%
940

45%
960

The feed pressures were selected based on those used in the FILMTEC letter report (DOW, 1992). A
recovery ratio of 45% was selected for the base case because this was used in the latest SDCWA
study (Carollo, Laughlin 1994), and was also used in the existing 6.9 MGD (26,100 m3/d) facility
installed at Santa Barbara in 1992. The Santa Barbara f&lity uses FILMTEC membranes.

3.3

Existing

Methods

Description

(CT)

The primary existing method, for large capacity RO pumping and energy recovery, is to use
centrifbgal pumps with energy recovery turbines; usually with variable speed electric motor drives.
This method is abbreviated in this report as the CT system*. The energy recovery turbine could be a
reverse flow centrifugal pump or a Pelton Wheel impulse turbine. The turbine could drive electric
power generators, or could assist in driving the feed water pumps directly. Reverse numing
centrifugal pump turbines, direct driving the feed pumps, were assumed for the CT method in this
study.
Components for the CT system must be carefully selected to match the centrifugal pump
and turbine performance head curves with the expected variations in RO membrane system pressure
requirements over the life of the plant. The CT system differential pressure requirements will vary
due to various changes during operation, including: membrane fouling, f&d water temperature
changes, sahnity changes, supply pressure changes, and back pressure changes from brine discharge.
To accommodate these changes, the CT system head must be adjusted accordingly to maintain the
desired flow (flux) through the membranes, at the desired recovery ratio. The techniques to do this
include: thrott@ valves, using separate variable speed drives, or using multiple pumps which can be
started and stopped to approximate the desired conditions. Each of the techniques for adjusting to
system pressure variations can result in additional energy losses; either due to the losses directly
attributed to the method, or due to the difliculty in predicting and matching the CT system at the
best-efficiency-point (BEP) of the system components.

3.4

VAIN-RO

Method

Description

Overview

(VRO)

“The VARI-RO “Low Energy” desalting technology utilizes modem hydraulic power transmission
and control to provide a highly efficient, low cycle speed, low pulsation, variable flow, positive
displacement pumping and energy recovery system suitable for low, medium, and high capacity
de&nation plants. The primary applications would be SWRO and relatively high salinity BWRO;
however, it can also provide benefits for low sahnity BWRO in some instances.”
As compared to the above mentioned CT system, the VARI-RO technology controls flow and
recovery ratio independently of the membrane system pressure changes, because it is positive
displacement. Also, the technology has a higher BEP than a centrifugal system and this higher BEP
is m&mined over a wider range of flow and pressure operation. This wider range of high efficiency
operation assists in the optimizing of plant operation. For example, when lower pressure membranes
become available it will automatically accommodate these advancements, and the energy
requirements will simply be lower. With a centrifugai pump system, it might be necessary to trim
impellers or reduce pump stages. Additional features of the VARI-RO system are covered later in
SECTION 4.1.
2.

The CT system was identified as the CENT. EL systemin a previouspaper aboutthe VARI-RO
system (Childs, 1992)

4.

TASK 2 -VARI-RO

PRELIMINARY

SYSTEM

DESIGN

TASK 2 was to prepare a preliminary system design for a VARI-RO desalination system. This
included selection of the most suitable configuration, plus the selection of equipment sizes for the
base case (45% RR). It also included the selection of the key system components.
Particular emphasis was given to providing a reliable design, that would allow for suitable
maintenance of the wear parts, such as sleeves, rods, packings, and valves. Performance projections
were prepared for comparison to the cent&gal pump systems, as shown on TABLE 5-2.

4.1

Key Features

of the VARI-RO

System

The VARI-RO me&xi is an integrated positive displacement (PD), variable flow pumping and
energy recovery system for reverse osmosis desalination.
The complementary piston stroking
method results in smooth flow outpu& similar to the centrif@l pumps that are used in higher
capacity RO f&ilities.
This unique capability combines the benefits of both positive displacement
pumps and centrifbgal pumps with variable speed drives.
The result is high efficiency, ability to
match system back pressure at any flow rate, smooth flow, and variable output flow to optimize
overall desalting system perf5rmance.
The VARI-RO system is a low speed, direct actin$, reciprocating pumping method that uses modem
hydraulics and controls that have been proven, and used extensively, in other industries. It is not a
high speed, crank type power pump, such as conventional triplex and quintuplex plunger pumps
commonly used for low and medium capacity. RO facilities. With a crank type pump, the sinusoidal
plunger motion creates pulsating flow, whxh must be dampened with pulsation dampeners and
suction stabilizers. Because of high cycle speeds, and pulsating pressures, conventional crank type
pumps are considered higb maintenance items, and arc not usually used in high capacity &cilities.
The VARI-RO technology, however, minim&s maintenance requirements by operating at low
speeds and without pulsating flow. For example, at 15 cycles per minute (CPM) it would take 20
years to equal the cycles of a phmger pump operating at 300 RPM for one year. In addition, the
system has been designed for quick and easy replacement of expendable parts, if this becomes
necessary to mainbin top performance. The cost of expendable parts replacement will be very
small in relationship to the energy cost savings, and other cost savings, that the VARI-RO system
can provide.
For the VARI-RO method, high performance hydraulic power transmission technology is used as
shown in the simplified diagram in FIGURE 4-l.
Hydraulic pressure drives three direct acting
reciprocating pistons in a patented trapezoidal4 wave form as shown on FIGURE 4-2. The
trapezoidal shape of piston flow rate versus time provides smooth output flow as follows. When the
flow from Piston No. 1 has decreased to l/2 flow, the flow f?om Piston No. 2 has increased to l/2
flow. At these half flow positions, the total flow equals the flow of one of the pistons at full flow
position. When Piston No. 2 is at full flow, the flow from Piston No. 1 is at zero flow. This flow
3. The hook on reciprocatingpumps @.nshaw, 1987)and the VARI-ROm review report (Henshaw,
1993)defines pumping methodsas follows: A “direct acki@’ pump tmnsf&s energyfrom one fluid to
another. A “power pump” transks energyfrom a rotating driver (such as an ekctric motor) to a fluid

Tbepowerendofapowerpumpincludgapowerframe,cranks~coMectingrods.crossheads,and
!qK!edre4ill~. -Rledirectadingpumphasnoneofthesepalts.
4

The VAFU-ROm pumping techniqueallows very low NP!SH,becauseof relatively slow cycie speeds,
and alsothe low piston aaxkrations that result from the trapezoidal piston velocity wave form. In
addithm any brine dischargehack pressureis aUowabk up to the rated pressureof the discharge

piping itwalled. This meansthat additional brine discbargepumps are not needed,asare usually
requhtd with Pelton wheel energyrecoverytuxbines.
8

cycle continues for the stroking of Piston No. 3, and then the cycle is repeated. Since the flows
f&m each of the three pistons complement each other in this manner, flow pulsation is minim&d.
This low pulsation flow capability was proven during the previous prototype testing. which is
discussed in SECTION 4.7.
The modem hydraulic components used in the VARI-RO system are uxnmerciall~ available from 5
to 3,000 horsepower (3.7 to 2,238 KW) and have gained wide use in other iudustnes for heavy duty
variable speed transmissions, replacing conventional gear shift transmissions in many applications.
Key treasons for the use of hydrostatic transmissions include: high power density and the ability to
control machine speed precisely, while maintaining &c&t
operating speeds of the prime movers.
Applications that extensively use these hvdraulic drives include equipment for: ship steering, large
rotary kilns, tunnel boring machines, m&kg, oil well drilling, construction, agriculture, and general
manufWmi.ng industries.
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Piston Flow Profile

4.2

Advantages

of the VARI-RO

System

There are several significant advantages of the VARI-RO technology over other primping methods,
including crank type plunger pumps and centrift@ pumps. The inherent advantages are summa&d
as follows.
A.

Variable
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

B.

2.

2.
3.

Higher efficiency than centrifugal pumps.
Matches system head (back pressure) at any flow rate.
Separate variable speed drives are not required.
Holds constam flow rate (flux) setting as membrane pressure changes due to
temperature, salinity, and fouling variations.
Electric motors can be started unloaded, at zero flow rate.
Flow can be increased gradually from zero to maximnm setting during startup.

Non-pulsating output flow, similar to centrifugal pumps, minimizing piping
vibration.
Pulsation dampeners and suction stabilizers are not required, as with
conventional crank type piston or plunger pumps.

Reduces wear and operating cycles on expendable parts9 such as valves and
packings.
At 15 CPM, it would take 20 years to equal the number of cycles of a crank
type pump operating at 300 RPM for one year.
Results in low operating and maintenance cost, as compared to conventional
crank type pumps.

Highly Efficient
1.
2.
3.

E

Method:

Low Cycle Speed Pumping Method:
1.

D.

Pumping

Smooth Flow Pumping Method:
1.

C.

Flow, Positive Displacement

Energy Recovery Is Integrated:

Provides the lowest specific energy consumption as compared to “Existing
Methods”.
Does not have the intermediate losses of turbines, centrifugal pumps,
generators, and/or electric motors.
Energy consumption is reiatively flat versus recovery ratio, which assists in
the optimization of a desalting system for improved membrane performance,
and can reduce membrane related costs.

Electric Power Requirements Are Very
Stopping Minimizes Power Surges:
1.
2.
3.

Low,

Plus Unloaded

Starting

and

Reduces capital cost of sub-stations, transformers, and other electric power
equipment. Also, variable frequency drives are not reqnired.
Demand factor can be reduced, providing lower electric rates.
Electric power cost is rednced, which is a significant desalting facility
operating cost.

10

One of the inherent advantages of positive displacement pumping is the direct matching of system
head at any flow rate. This means that, as there is membrane fbulir.q& the pressure will srmply
increasewhilemaintainingaumstant
flow rate through the membranes. The pressure will
automatically drop back to the initial pressure after the membranes are cleaned, n&aced, or new
membranes added.
Conversely, during initial design selection camfirl matching of the head/flow characteristics of the
centrifugal pump with the system head is needed with the CT system. In addition, with a centrifugal
pump, a separate variable speed drive is needed to adjust the flow and pressure output as the system
conditions change. (see SECTION 3.3 for more discussion about the centrifugal pump method).
The variable flow fbture of the VARI-RO technology allows for unloaded across-the-lin$ starting,
and gradually accelerating flow to design conditions. Also, the flow and pressure can be adjusted
during operation to optimize system perfonnarxe: to compensate for variations of temperature,
salinity, or fouling; and/or to compensate for membrane per5xmance advancements in the future.
Future membrane advancements could include lower operating pressures.
The capability to easily start and stop the syst~ without large electric power surges, is particularly
advantageous to allow operating during periods of low eiectric power demand (OFF PEAK). Also,
the RO plant owner can take advantage of the lower %terruptible load” rate schedule.
The lower power requirement and the variable flow capability, of the VAR.I-RO technology provides
the following benefits:

1)
:;
4)
9

4.3

iOWlT

illSt&d

ChCtliC

Mator

Capaci~,

less electrical switch gear capacity,
lower capacity sub-station transformers,
lower capacity electric power transmission lines, and
no separate variable speed drives.

Examples of Variable Speed Drives versus the VARI-RO System

With cent+gal pumps, it is now generally accepted that variable speed drives are preferable to
throttling for the pressure and flow adjustments needed to compensate for membrane pressure
changes due to fouling and feed temperature changes. For exampie, variabie speed drives were
designed into the Santa Barbara seawater fkility (SWRO), and were retrofitted into the brackish
water facilitv (BWRO) at Water Factory 21 (Orange County Water District); because the variable
flow capabiiity would save energy. In both cases, energy savings resulted f&n providing a better
match of cent&gal pump head to variations in membrane system head.
For either of these examples, the VARI-RO technology would provide additional energy savings
I withouttheaddAionofaseparatevariablespeeddrive,because:
1)ofhigherpumpingandenergy
always matches system head at the
recovery efficiency; 2) the positive displacement cha rackstic
set flow rate; and 3) the technology includes variable flow capability, which allows setting the
optimum flow conditions.

5. Duetotberelativelylow inertiaofthehydranticpnmps,thestamngcnrre~ofsixtimesratedforthe
electric motors will be very short With cznt&&@ pumps, variable qeed drives are necessaryto
preventthe long duration power and flow surgesthat would result during acrosde-linestarting.
11

4.4

Key Subassemblies

of a VARI-RO

System

The key subassemblies of a VARI-RO module include:
CONSISTING

SUB-ASSEMBLY

HYDRAULIC

Electric Motor (M)
Hydraulic Pumps (HP)
Electronic Control Unit (ECU).

POWER SUPPLY (HPS)

WATER DISPLACEMENT

OF;

Water Displacement Cylinders (WDC)
Water Directional Valves (WDV)
Hydraulic Cylinders (HC)

UNIT (WDU)

A block diagram of the VARI-RO system is shown in FIGURE 4.3.

4.5

Sizing

Considerations

and Results

For this preliminary design, the philosophy was to select a basic configuration and then vary the key
parameters to determine the component sizes that am needed for the module capacity. For the base
case, a product water capacity of 5 MGD ( 18,900 m3/d) at a recovery ratio of 45% was selected.
The cycle speed selected was 15 cycles per minute (CPM), giving a 4 second period for each
complete cycle. This is a conservative cycle speed for this module capacity, which will result in very
low piston accelerations and low operating cycles on key components. For lower capacity modules a
higher cycle speed can be selected, which would reduce the relative size requirement of the Water
Displacement Cylinders.
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Block Diagram

4.6

Overall

System

VARI-RO

Configuration

A general arrangement of a VARI-RO module is shown on FIGURE 44. The configuration shown is
a high capacity unit, in a vertical orientation. However, the cylinders could also operate in a
horizontal orientation, if this provides a better utilization of thti available space. Also, the physical
arrangement and size can be readily revised to suit a particular application, by changing cycle speeds,
bore sizes, and strokes.

BDH

WH
BPH
CSS
EM
FPH
FSH

BRINE DBCHARGE HEADER, 10’
BRINE PRESSURE HEADER, 10’
CYLINDER SUPPORT STRUCTURE
ELECTRIC MOTOR
FEED PRESSURE HEADER, 12’
FEED SUPPLY HEADER, 1Y

WDV

WATER DIRECTIONAL

LJ

u

VALVES

flGURE 4-4 - VAN-RO Module General Arranaement

4.7

Previous Prototype Testing

The basic principles and operation of the VARI-RO pumping system were proven with a prototype
that was built, tested, and operated in a brackish water application. This pump operated in parallel to
an existing centrifiqd pump, with only one of the pumps supplying flow at any given time. During
the period of operation, the energy consumption was about 60% of the centrifugal pump.
A photograph of the prototype unit is shown in FiGURJZ 4-5. The rated capacity was 40 GPM (15 1
Urn) at 470 PSI (32 BAR) with a 15 horsepower (11 kW) electric motor.

FIGURE 4-5 - Prototype VARI-RO Pumping Unit
The prototype unit was a low budget, proof of concept unit, to prove the basic operating method.
The unit was operated over a period of about two years, and proved the fdlowing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The basic concept works.
Significant energy can be saved.
Pressure pulsations are low fir a positive displacement pump.
Pulsation dampeners and suction stabilizers are not required.
Pumping effectiveness is improved over centrifugal pumps
and throttle valves.
Flow and pressure can be varied to suit optimum membrane conditions.
Mot4m can be started unloaded.
System can be brought up to operating conditions smoothly.

During the period of operation, there were a number of problems experienced. These were not basic
flaws in the design, but were hardware problems that one encounters in any first of a kind
development program. The knowledge gamed from this prototype unit has resulted in significant
design improvements for the present VARI-RO system configuration.
In summary, the prototype unit verified that the VARI-RO pumping system is based on sound
tech&al principles, and that substantial operating advantages and energy savings can be provided by
the implementation of this technology.

4.8

VARI-RO

Pumping

Technique

Viability

Two independent technical reviews of the VARI-RO pumping and energy recovery technique were
made. The first (Her&raw, 1993) by Mr. Terry Hen&w,
a ConsuIting Engineer specializing in
reciprocatmg pumps and other forms of pumping. The second (Palmyra, 1994) by the Pahnyra
Croup, Inc., specializing in engineering, consulting, and process design. The following are summaries
from their reports, which are enclosed in appendices B and C.

4.8.1

The Direct Acting Pumping Technique

In Mr. He&raw’s evaluation report, he cla~sifics the VARI-RO pumping technique as a direct acting
pump type, rather than as a power pump type. The key difI&ences between these pump types are
discussed in his book (Her&raw, 1987) as noted in SEC’IION 4.1 (Foot Note No. 3).
ln both his book and his report, Mr. Henshaw states that,direct acting pumps have much lower
maintenane requirements than power pumps. The following statement is an excerpt from Mr.
Henshaw’s report about the maintenance requirements of the direct acting pump type.
“Since about 1950 power pumps have become more popular than direct acting
pumps; however, direct-acting pumps are still used for certain very demanding
applications. An illustration of this is the use of direct-acting pumps for hot oil
service (up to 4000 PSI & 700 OF) in petroleum refix&es “The inherent low
speed of these units also generally leaals to less maintenance than power pumps
in similar hot services I’. (Henshaw, 1987, pages 57 & 59).
[This is an
u&em.
A direct acting pump usually requires an order of magnitude less
maintenance than a power pump in the same service.]”
The primary reason that direct acting pumps have much lower madeaance requirements than power
pumps is that the cycle speeds are much lower. Power pumps, that are commonly used for low and
medium capacity RO de&nation f&&ties, are usually of the triplex (3 phmger) and the quintuplex
(5 plunger) variety. These crank type pumps are usually driven at relatively high speeds, in the
range of 300 revohrtions per minute (RPM). For comparison, it is planned that the large capacity
VARI-RO system would operate at around 15 CPM. This low cycle speed substamially reduces the
number of cycles on packings and valves. In the example illustrated, it would take 20 years of
operation for a VARI-RO system to equal the number of cycles a power ptmtp would have in one
Ye=.
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4.8.2

Technical viability of the VARI-RO Method

The technical viability of the VARI-RO method was evaluated by Henshaw and Pahnyra in the
reports included in appendices B & C.. The following excerpts summarize Palmyra’s conclusions:
“Based on a limited review of the VARI-RO literature, the report by Mr. Terry Henshaw, and
their own experience with positive displacement pumps for RO systems, it was concluded
that the method is viable. Also, the technology offers a definite potential for reducing
energy usage in RO desalination plants.”
“The VARI-RO system may require a higher level of operator skill for optimizing and trouble
shooting than a centrifugal system and would likely be more maintenance intensive.
However, these drawbacks can be mitigated to a fair degree by conserva%ivedesign practices
addressing slow cycle speeds, valve design, packing design, materials selection, and careful
attention to control systems. With a sound design approach it is likely that equivalent
reliability can be achieved.”
From these evaluations it can be surmised that the VARI-RO system is more complex than a
centrifugal pump system; however, it should be realized that variable speed drives utilized with
centrifugai pumps are also quite complex. The question here is not the complexity of the system,
but how well it is designed for the intended service and what benefits are provided by the system.
There are countless examples of relatively complex devices that perform superbly for long periods
of operation. It should also be realized that the key wear parts, such as packings and valve discs can
be replaced quite quickly; and at relatively Iittle expense, as compared to the energy cost savings
capability of the system. Further, as pointed out in SECTION 8.1, at the slow cycie speed it would
take 20 years to equal the same number of cycles of conventional crank type plunger pumps in one
year; which are widely used in low to medium capacity RO applications.
4.03

Conclusions for Pumping Technique viability
The following statements are extra&d

from Mr. He&raw’s

and Pahnym’s reports:

1.

Reciprocating pumps are wmmonly used in demanding services unsuitable for
centrifbgal pumps.

2.

The VARI-RO reciprocating pump is a direct-acting pump type as opposed to
a crank type power pump.

3.

Direct-acting pumps are used for demand& service, and usually require less
maintenance than a power pump in the same service.

4.

The low cycle speeds being considered for the VARI-RO
capabiliQ to achieve long operating life.

5.

The trapezoidal wave form (FIGURE 4-2) seems to be a viable method for
reducing pulsations in both the suction and discharge piping; thereby,
minimkg the need for discharge pulsations dampeners and suction stabilizers
commonly used with crank type power pumps.

6.

Reciprocating pumps are in general more efficient than centrifugal pumps,
and are more effective under varying operating conditions.
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system provides the

7.

An efficiency allowance of 97% for the feed piston and 98% for the reject
brine piston appear to be obtainable.
NOTE: These high &ciencies will result in about 96% efficiency for
the reject brine energy recovery. This compares to a centnfitgal
pump and turbine system energy recovery efficiency of about
62%, based on a centrikgal pump efficiency of 83% and a turbine
efficiency of 75%.

8.

Mr. Hen&w’s main concern is with the hydraulic system used to supplement
the power from the reject brine. He is not familiarity with this type of power
and control system, and suggested that this system should be independently
reviewed.

9.

Careful attention needs to be given to valve selection, rod packing and piston
seal design, and materials for seawater service. With this achieved, there is no
reason that the system cannot be designed for satisfactory service for either
high or low capacity applications.
NOTE: The VARI-RO system materials of construction will be high
grade stainless steels, composites, fiberglass reinforced plastics,
ceramics, and other materials that have been proven for seawater
and highly concentrated reject brine.

10.

It is generally concluded that the method is viable, it can provide significant
economic and enviromnemal benefits, and it should be developed for
commercial applications.
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5.

5.1

VARI-RO

System

TASK 3 - PERFORMANCE

COMPARISON

Characteristics

TASK 3 was directed at comparing the preliminary design characteristics of the three cases. For
each case, the predicted performance of the VARI-RO system was compared to the centrifugal
system. In the interest of brevity, only detail characteristics for CASE 3 will be covered in this
report. The performance results for CT 3 as shown in TABLE 5-1, and for VRO 3 in TABLE 5-2.
The data for CASE 1 and CASE 2 are shown in appendix D.
The following example f&t CASE 3 illustrates the performance comparison between a seawater CT
system and a VRO system at a recovery ratio of 45%. From TABLES 5-1 and 5-2 it is noted that
for a 5 MGD (18,900 m3/d) module, the flow rates for product, feed and brine are: 3,472 GPM
(13,140 l/m); 7,716 GPM (29,200 l/m); and 4,244 GPM (16,100 l/m), respectively. For this
example, the membrane feed pressure is 960 PSI (66.2 BAR) and the membrane pressure drop 74 PSI
(5.1 BAR), giving a reject brine pressure of 886 PSI (61.1 BAR). Under these conditions, and the
indicated efficienciest the net power input is 2,885 KW for the CT 3 system and 2,018 KW for the
VRO 3 system. The VRO 3 system provides a power savings of 867 KW, or a 30 % reduction.
In the above example, at 45% RR, the specific energy consumptions (SEC) for the CT 3 and VRO 3
systems are 13.85 and 9.69 kWh/kGAL (3.66 and 2.56 kWh/m3), respectively. This is a savings of
4.16 kWh/kGAL (1.1 kWh/m3), or a 30% reduction.

5.2

Specific

Energy

Consumption

Savings,

Cases

1,2, & 3

For each of the cases, the SEC was calculated and plotted versus the recovery ratio. The resulting
SEC for both the CT and the VRO systems for CASE 1, CASE 2, and CASE 3 are plotted on FIGURE
5-1. Note that the energy consumption for all of the VRO systems is substantially lower than the
CT systems, Also note that the VRO curves are relatively flat versus recovery ratio. This capability
will allow the desalting system recovery ratio to be selected tbat will give the best overall
performance, rather than selecting the highest feasible recovery ratio to achieve low energy
consumption, as is usually done with a CT system. The benefits of lower recovery ratio options are
discussed later in SECTION 5.1.3.
In addition, the percent savings of the VARI-RO systems energy consumption as compared to the
base CT systems are plotted in FIGURE 5-2. This percentage savings allows a quick comparison of
the savings potential of the VARI-RO system versus existing methods. Note that the savings is in
the range of 24% to 49%, except for one data point at 50% RR.
The energy consumption for CASE 3 is shown in FIGURE 5-3, along with the percent savings. ‘Tbe
feed pressures are the same as used for the membrane performance projections (DOW, 1992), which
had the same feed pressure at 45 % RR as used in the latest SDCWA study (Carollo, Laughlin, 1994).
The efliciencies used for the centrifugal system (CT 3) are also the same as the SDCWA study, which
included the losses of an electric variable speed drive.
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FLOW RATES
PRODUCT (MGD)
PRODU(TT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)

5
3,472
13,889
10,417

5
3,472
9,921
6,448

5
3,472
7,716
4,244

PRESSURES
(PSID)
SUPPLY
MEMBRANEFEED (1)
MEMBRANE PRESSURE DROP
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE

20
940
19
921
20

20
940
30
910
20

20
960
74
886
20.

EFFICIENCIES
(%) (2)
FEED PUMP
ENERGY RECOVERY TURBINE
ELECTRIC MOTOR
‘ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE (3)

83%
75%
95%
95%

83%
75%
95%
95%

83%
75%
95%
95%

7,424
3,395
4,030

5,303
2,076
3,227

4,214
1,329
2,885

19.34

15.49

13.85

304
1520

350
1750

420
2100

POWER INPUT

(kw)

FEED PLlMPlNG
ENERGY RECOVERY (pump drive)
NET (FEED - ENERGY RECOVERY)
)SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
set = kVWk GAL for NET Energy Input to RO
IMEMBRANE QUANTIN
(4)
No. EUMGD (FilmTec HR-8040)
NUMBER REQUIRED /TRAIN
lOTES
{l )
{2}
{3}
(4)

( } ‘CT 3”:

Membrane pressure based on data from (DOW, 1992).
Effidendes used from (Carollo, Laughlin 1994, TABLE 1 ROM)
Variable spsed drive used instead of throttling to adjust flow & pressure
Membrane quantity is based on (DOW, 1992).

EX21a-WAS E’

TABLE

5-l - “CT 3” Characteristics
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for CASE 3

Cl

m

RECOVERY

RATIO

FLOW RATES
PRODUCT (MGD)
PRODUCT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)

5
3,472
13,889
10.417

5
3,472
9,927
6,448

5
3,472
7,716
4,244

20
940
19
921
20

20
940
30
910
20

20
960
74
886
20

97%
98%

97%
98%

95%
88%

95%
88%

97%
98%
95%
88%

FEED PUMPING

6,858

4,899

3,893

ENERGY RECOVERY (pump drive)
NET (FEED - ENERGY RECOVERY)

4,789
2,070

2,928
1,971

1,875
2,018

9.93

9.46

9.69

304
1520

350
1750

420
2100

‘RESSURES

(PSID)

SUPPLY
MEMBRANE FEED (1)
MEMBRANE PRESSURE
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE

EFFICIENCIES

DROP

(%) (2)

FEED PUMP PISTON
ENERGY RECOVERY

PISTON

ELECTRIC MOTOR
, HYDRAULIC DRIVE {3)

POWER INPUT

SPECIFIC

(kW)

ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

set = ldNh/k GAL for NET Enerav hut

MEMBRANE

QUANTITY

to RO

(4)

No. EVMGD (FilmTec HR-8040)
NUMBER REQUIRED I TRAIN
w
I

Membrane
pressure based on data from (DOW, 1992).
{2} The piston eff. includes packing friction & valve pressure drop.
(1)
(3)

Hydaulic

eff. includes

{4}

Membrane

quantity

TABLE

hydraulic

pump 8 cylinder.

is based on (DOW,

1992).

5-2 - “VRO 3” Characteristics
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for CASE 3

0
z

5.0 -- -------------e-0.0 -’
25%

4I
II
J-,,,,,,-,,,,-,,--L---------.
II
II
,I
II
It
11
I
1
45%
35%

RECOVERY

RATIO

VRO,.

55%

(%)

EX21a-‘BABF

FIGURE 5-l-specific

0
ii

Energy Consumption

vs RR for CASES 1,2, & 3

II
4t
,------,--------~-----------------L------------.
5.0 -88
II
II
I
I,
I88
0.0
I
‘
45%
25%
35%
RECOVERY

RATIO

(96)

EX21 a-•BABF

FIGURE 52-

% VARI-RO

with respect
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to CT vs RR

VRO,.

55%

RECOVERY

RATIO (%)

% SAVINGS

EX2la43ASF

FIGURE 5.3-CASE

3” Suecffic

Enerav ConsumMion

(CT & VRO) for RO Pumping

For each of the cases, the SEC predicted for the VARI-RO systems is substantially less than the
centdbgal and turbine systems. The values used for the e.fEciency caldons
were established finm
general experience, and fiom published manu&cturers’ literature on key components fbr both the CT
CUldthdROsystems.

5.3

Power (MW) Comparison of VRO to CT t SWP

The bar chart in FIGURE 5-4 shows the projected relative power requirements to provide 30 MGD
(113,550 m3/d) of potable water to the San Diego region. The reverse osmosis energy consumption
is based on a recovery ratio of 45%. l&se pro#ctions are based on the systems described below:

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

CT

Gzznrihgal/turbille

SWP N>SD

State Water Project,
Northern California
San Diego.
VARI-RO Electric Drive
Pumping & Energy Recovery
Method.

VRO

OF INFORMATION
(carollo, Laughliq 1994,
TABLE 2, ROM), and as shown in
TABLE 3-1.

RO

(Boyle, 1991, Page 21, Energy needs
of the SWP)
(Childs, 1992), and as adjusted
to meet the specific requirements
shown in TABLE 3-2 .
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ANCILLARY

19.8 MW

18.8’MW

POWER

&
14.6 MW

SWP

VRO 3

N>SD

FIGURE 5-4 - Power Comparison of VRO to CT & SWP N a SD
for 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d) Supply. (45% RR for RO Systems)
For both the CT and the VRO desalt@ systems, the ancillary power was calculated as shown in
TABLE 5-3. For the State Water Project to San Diego, 17.3 MW pumping power was calculated to
move 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d) of water from Northern California to storage resemoirs near Los
Angeles; based on data from (Boyle, 1991). An additional 1.5 MW of ancillary power was estimated
to treat the water and pump it fkcnn the storage reservoirs to the San Diego region.
The total electric power consumption, system plus ancillary power, for a 30 MGD (113,550 mJ/d)
. zd below:

supply is su

WATER SUPPLY

CerrtrifugavTurbine RO (CT)
State Water Project to SD (SWP)
VARI-RO System

17.3
17.3
12

19.8
18.8
14.6

5.2
4.2

30%
30%

26%
22%

Coincidentally, the power requirement for desalting seawater with the CT method was calculated to
be about the same (17.3 MW) as pumping water fkn Northern California.
The above table shows a total VARI-RO system power reduction of 5.2 MW over the ce-ntriikgal /
turbine system and 4.2 MW over the State Water Project.
The energy cost savings of the VARI-RO system are discussed in SECTION 7.1.4.
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r-

PSI0
GPM
Product Distribution
20,833
100
Feed Supply { 2 1
46,296
20
Brine Discharge { 3)
25,463
20
ITOTAL PUMPING POWER

EFF.
75%
75%
100%

111

AN~~ARY

POWER

POWER
1.2 MW
0.5 MW
0.3 MW
2.0 MW
2.5 MW1

45% RR
NOTES:
30 MGD
aasedgT
(1) Product delivery assumed for site specific local distribution
{ 2 ] Assumes only pressure drop, since any excess would be NKH to RO pumps.
,{3} Assumes back pressure only decreases energy recovery availability.
EX2la-‘BABF

TABLE

5.4

Lower

5-3 - Ancillary

Recovery

Power for Both CT and VRO Desalting

Ratio

Systems

Operation

As shown previously in FIGURE 5-3, the energy consumption of the VARI-RO system is relatively
flat versus recovery ratio for a nearly constant pressure operation. This means that, from an energy
requirement point of view, lower recovery ratios cau be used. At lower recovery ratios the reject
brine concentration is lower, which has a lower osmotic pressure. The result is that less net driving
pressure is needed to push the product water through the membranes (Reduced Pressure Option).
Conversely, if the same net driving pressure is available, a given membrane can produce a greater
quantity of water (Reduced Membrane Quantity Option). The latter option results in a reduced
number of membranes for the same plant capacity.
This membrane recovery ratio characteristic provides the option to either reduce the quantity of
membranes for a given water production, or to operate at lower pressures. Either option provides
the opportunity to improve the desalting system operatiou, and hence reduce the cost of water
produced. These RO membrane characteristics are illustrated in a letter report (see appendix A) on
the DOW FILMTEC membrane performance at various recovery ratios (DOW, 1992), which is used
for the analysis in this report. This same characteristic is shown in a report on optimizing water
costs with DuPont’s PERMASEP
B-10 TWINTM membrane elements (DuPont, 1992), and
discussed in the ADA paper (Childs, 1994).
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5.4.1
Reduced Membrane C?uaMy Option (Constant Pressure)
The reduction of membrane quantity per MGD water production versus recovery ratio at constant
membrane pressure is illustrated in FIGURE 5-5.
The following summarizes an example of membrane quantity reduction for a 30 MGD (113,550
m31d) desalting facility:
COVJZRY
RATIO
45%
25%

a0
,,!d
420
304

ELE
NTs
fr30
MGp

DUCTION
B
&elta OTY,

12,600

9,120

3,480

28 %

Assuming 8 elements per pressure vessel (PV), this would reduce the number of PVs by 435. This
results in a membrane related cost savings of about $11.7 million, as noted in SECTION 7.2.1. The
rack space requirement per PV is approximately 1.5 feet (0.46 m) high, 1.5 feet (0.46 m) wide, and
40 feet (12.2 m) long; plus an additional 12 &et (3.6 m) on each end for servicing (Carollo,
Laughlin, 1994, page 4-8). Assuming a rack column with 10 PVs stacked on top of one another, the
reduced number of membranes would be equivalent to about 44 columns.
The floor space
requirement fix each cohmm would be 1.5 feet wide by 64 feet ( 19.5 m) long. For 44 rack columns,
the reduced floor space requirement would be about 4,220 square feet (392 m2) .

In addition to a reduction in the number of elements, pressure vessels, racks, and floor space area;
there would also be a reduction in the number of high pressure pipe fittings, associated piping, and
installation time. Plus, there would be fewer membranes to clean and replace during the operation of
the facility, thereby reducing opeming costs.
The capital cost savings of this option are discussed in SECTION 7.2.1.

P
RECOVERY RATIO, RR
EX14d-Low&c

FIGURE 5-5 - No. of Membrane Elements & Permeate
for Constant Pressure Operation.

TDS vs RR

5.4.2

Reduced Pressure Option (Lower Power)

The reduction of the pressure requirement for water production versus recovery ratio with constant
membrane element quantity is illustrated in FIGURE 5-6.
The following summarizs an example of pressure reduction by operating at 25% RR for a 30 MGD
(113,550 m3/d) desalting facility, based on a constant membrane quantity equal to that required at
45% RR:

JXECOVERY
RATIO

REDUCTION

m
PSI

45%
25%

delta PSI

3

152 (10.5 BAR)

16 %

960 (66 BAX)
808 (56 BAR)

With the VARl-RO system the power requirement reduces from 12.1 to 10.7 MW at this
lower pressure. R&rring to FIGURE 54, this is a 6.6 MW (38%) reduction from the 17.3 MW
requirement of the CT system; instead of the 5.2 MW (30%) reduction shown in SECTION 5.3 for
base case operation.
The additional energy cost savings for this option are discussed in SECTION 7.2.2.

-450

1 000

800
25%

45%

35%

RECOVERY

RATIO,

55%

RR

EXl4d-LowRec

FlGURE 5-6 - Membrane Pressure & Permeate
for Constant No. of Membranes
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TDS vs RR

5.4.3
Improved Water Quality at Lower Recovery Ratios
The improvement of water quality (TDS) versus recovery ratio was previously illustrated in
FIGURES 5-5 and 5-6. The table below summarhes an example of water quality improvement by
operating at 25% RR instead of the base 45% RR.
J,OW RECOVERY
OPTION
Reduced Membranes
ReducedPressure

DUCTION
@w
347
347

delta T!!
210
286

I37
61

z
39%
18%

This indicates that the Reduced Membrane @rant&y Option can provide 39% water quality
improvement at 25% RR which is quite substamial. The Reduced Pressure Option also shows water
quality improvement of 18%.
NOTE: With the lower TDS permeate water quality, an opportunity is presented to
further reduce the cost of water by bleuding with other non-seawater sources,
while still maintaining the EPA maximum allowable level below 500 mg/l TDS.

Lower Recovery Ratio Optimization Considerations
5.4.4
To realize the benefits of the Reduced Membrane Quantity or the Reduced Pressure options, it will be
necessary to increase the flow rates for feed water and reject brine. During desalting system design
optimization, this increased flow requirement would be traded off against the membrane related cost
savings, the reduced power requirements in the case of lower pressure operation, the improved water
quality, and the euviroumcntal benefits of reduced reject brine discharge concentratious (SECTION
5.5.2).

The evaluation of the savings benefit resulting from the Reduced Pressure Option versus the Reduced
Membrane Quantity Option would depend upon the assumed electric power rate. At low electric
power rates, the membrane savings would likely give the lowest cost of water. At high electric rates,
the power savings resultiug from the lower pressure operation would likely result iu the lowest cost of
water.
The cost benefit& of the lower recovery ratio option are discussed in SECTION 7.2.

5.5
5.5.1

Environmental

Benefits

Atmospheric Emission Reduction

Environmental benefits can result from the higher operating efficiency of the VARI-RO technology
compared to the CT system for desalination. For a 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d) desalting facility,
utilizing electric power as the energy source. the estimated power savings for the VARI-RO system
was 5.2 MW; as shown previously in SECTION 5.3
The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 7 MGD Santa Barbara system projected air
emissions for an electrical power requirement of 8 MW (Woodward-Clyde, 1990). Based on these
projections, an electric power reduction of 5.2 MW would result in a correspondingly lower emissions
as noted below:
POLLUTANT
SOX
NOx
co2

=
=
=

REDUCTION

AMOUNT

16.8
24.3
24,726

tons/year
tons/year
tons/year

This demonstrates that a substantial 30% air emissions reduction can be realized by utilizing the
VARI-RO method instead of the CT method.

5.5.2

Lower Concentration Ocean Brine Disposal

The disposal of reject brine has become a significant issue in the permitting of desahmg facilities.
This is discussed in a paper presented at the IDA conference in Japau (Del Bene, 1993). In this
paper it was stated: “SWIM, with recovery ratios up to 50%, poses a potential problem because the
dense brine concentrate sinks to the ocean floor and may threaten the benthic environment.” To
minimize this ei3kct various methods of diluting the brine, inckling difkers and mixing with sewage
water, are being considered.
This could be another advantage of using the VARI-RO system and operating at lower recovery
ratios. At lower recovery ratios, the brine concentration is lower, which will tend to minim& the
dense brine problem. The benefits of this are illustrated by the following statement: “or a SWRO
brine discharge with a salinity of 70 parts per thousand, a dilution of approximately 3SAO times
would be required to achieve an effluent stream salinity of I part per thousand above the ambient.
For lower discharge salinities lower dilutions would be required.” (Del Bene, 1993, Dispersion
Criteria).
At low recovery ratios, it may also be possible to reduce the injection of antiscalant chemicals into
the feed water; because lower brine concentrakms will have reduced tendency to precipitate in the
membranes.
The potential for improved brine disposal, at lower recovery ratios, is beyond the scope of this
study; however, it is a subject that should be given additional investigation to determine the potemial
environmental benefits.
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6.

FUTURE

“Direct

Drive”

ENGINE

OPTION

The consideration of the direct drive VARI-RO NG (natural gas) and the VARI-RO HR (Heat
Recovery) engine versions were beyond the scope of this particular study. The engine versions were
covered in previous papers on the VARI-RO method (Childs, 1992) and (Childs, 1993). The engine
versions are only mentioned here to provide information to the reader that these options could
further reduce desalting energy consumption and reduce the cost of water. This is accomplished by
cutting out “middle men” losses, such as electric generators and motors: and by using lower cost
energy sources, such as naturai gas, waste heat, and even solar energy.
It was projected in the previous paper (Childs, 1992), that the equivalent electric specific energy
consumption (kWHe/kGAL) at 40% RR could be reduced from 17.1 for the CT method to 9.9 and
6.3 for the EL (electric drive) version, and the NG (natural gas) version, respectively. As compared
to the CT system, this NG version would provide a 60% reduction in energy consumption. The cost
of water savings would be an even greater percentage, because natural gas costs less than electric
power.
The benefits of the direct drive VARI-RO HR (Heat Recovery) engine version were investigated in
another previous paper (Childs, 1993). With this HR version, it was estimated that four times the
water could be produced as compared to a multi-effkct distillation (MED) system, from the same
energy source. In this case, the energy source was a 425 OF hot gas stream from the exhaust of an
electric power production gas turbine.
The VARI-RO direct drive engine versions offer the potential to combine the energy efikiency of
reverse osmosis desalination with the use of thermal energy sources, which have lower cost than
electric power. It is recommended that a program be initiated to perform kther analytical analysis
and design development of the VARI-RO direct drive engine versions. If this kther e@mering
study confirms that the cost benefits are significant, then proceed toward a pilot demonstration
project.
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7.

TASK 4 -

ECONOMIC

ANALYSIS

and

BENEFITS

TASK 4 was directed at determining the economic benefas of the VARI-RO system as compared to
conventional methods for RO pumping and energy recovery. This discussion on economic analysis
and bentits is divided into two sections. SECTION 7.1 covers a comparative economic analysis
made and reported by The Palmyra Group (Pahnyra, 1994). SECTION 7.2 covers the economic
benefits of the low recovery ratio operation options, as discussed in SECTION 5.4.

7.1

Comparative

Economic

Analysis

7.1 .l
htroduction
The comparative economic analysis was performed by The Palmyra Group. Their report is enclosed
in appendix C. It con&ted of two primary tasks, as follows:
TASK 1 - Overview of the VARI-RO technology
TASK 2 - Economic Analysis
The first part of TASK 1 was directed at establishing the base case conditions at the 30 MGD
(113,550 m3/d) South Bay Desalination project that is being considered by the San Diego County
Water Authority (SDCWA), and corresponds to CASE 3 in this report. From this base case, at 45%
recovery ratio, the pumping and energy recovery characteristics of the centrifugal pumps, energy
recovery turbines, and variable speed drives were established.
The second part of TASK 1 was to make a general overview of the VARI-RO technology, in&ding:
technical viability, operating reliability, energy savings potential, and evaluate sensitivity anaiysis in
the assumptions made on component efficiencies. Palmyra’s evaluation of the technical vrability
was summarized previously in SECTION 4.8.2.
TASK 2 was to prepare an economic analysis of the VARI-RO technology as applied to a large
capacity desalination facility such as the 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d) South Bay Desalination Project.
This included making assumptions for project economic factors, capital cost, operating and
mamtemmce, and parameters for economic sensitivity calculations.

Methodology
7.1.2.
The data for use in the comparative economic analysis was developed as follows:
a.

Cost estimates of the VARI-RO
system - This was accomplished by selecting key
commercial components and generating preliminary designs of the key system custom
components unique to the system. Vendors were contacted for commercial component
costs, and layout drawings were sent to qualified equipment manufactures for cost estimates
of custom components. InitiaUy, the modules were sized for 2.5 MGD, which would require
12 modules for a 30 MGD (113,550 m3/d) system. This 2.5 MGD cost es&rate basis was
used for the comparative economic analysis.
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Later, the system was resized to 5 MGD modules, requiring 6 modules for the facility. The
fewer number of modules, plus a redesign of the Water Displacement Cylinder to reduce
material and machining costs, will provide for a substantial decrease in the manufhcturing
cost of the modules. ‘I’be resulting cost reduction of the VARI-RO system will further
improve its economic benefit, beyond that shown in the Palmyra report, as discussed in
SECTION 7.1.6, Payback Period.
b.

Electric power supply system costs -- Since the VARI-RO system (VRO) will require less
power thau tbe centrifiigal and turbine system plus a separate variable speed drive is not
required, a large cost reduction for the electric power supply system will result. To obtain
estimated costs on this equipment, budgetary quotations were obtained from General Electric,
Industrial and Power Systems Sales.

C.

System performance
comparisons
- The efficiencies and other comparative
infomation was determined and summari zed for both the CT and the VRO systems, similar
to those covered earlier in this report (TABLES 5-l and 5-2).

d.

General facility costs Capital costs, factors fbr contractor costs, and factors for
operation and maintenance were taken from tbe South Bay Desalination study (CaroIlo,
Laughlin, 1994), with appropriate modifications as stated in tbe report (Palmyra, 1994),
which corresponds to CASE 3 in tbis report.

Ibis information was reviewed and used by Palmyra to prepare their comparative economic
analysis as covered in their report, wbicb is enclosed in appendix C.

7.1.3

Energy Savings Comparisons for Efficiency Cases

For both tbe centrifugal and tbe VARI-RO systems, base case efficiencies of components were
e&mated. These were applied to system equations to calculate the power requirements in megawatts
(MW), (Paknyra, 1994, pages 5 & 6). To determine tbe sensitivity of tbe estimates, the base case
eflkiencies were compared to a case with lower VARI-RO system efBciencies and a case witb lower
centrifi~gal
pumpefficiencies’. The results of these comparisons are SummariA below:
VARI[-RO
POWER MW)
CT-ION
2
CL
VARI-RO
delta
BASE
BASE
LOWER
LOWER

BASE
LOWER
BASE
LOWER

16.9
16.9
21.6
21.6

11.7
13.1
11.8
13.1

5.2
3.8
9.8
8.5

30%
22%
45%
39%

This wmparison indim
an energy savings ranging from 3.8 to 9.8 MW resulting in a percentage
savings in the range of 22 to 45 percent. The base case savings were 5.2 MW (30%), which is the
same differential projected in SECTION 5.3.

7.

For the lower efficiency sensitiw cases, the VARI-RO system&iciencies were reducedas follows:
piston from 97% to 95% and hydraulic from 88% to 85%. The txnthgd
pump efiiciency was
reducedfrom 83% to 75%.
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7.1.4
Energy Cost Savings for the Efficiency Cases
Assuming an electric power rate of 6$/kWh, and a 90% capacity f&or,
savings shown in SECTION 7.1.3 would be as follows:

the value of the energy

Belta MW

CASE
BASE-BASE
BASE-LOWER
LOWER-BASE
LOWER-LOWER

5.2
3.8
9.8
8.5

%2,450,000
1,800,OOO
4,600,OOO
4,000,000

$12,250,000
9,0001000
23,000,OOO
20,000,000

%49,000,000
36,000,OOO
92,000,000
80,000,OOO

This indicates a 5 year energy cost savings in the range of $9 to $23 million. This means that with a
VARI-RO system capital cost and m aintermce cost differential less than this amount, a break even
point can be reached in less tbau 5 years. Also, if the electric power rate is greater than 6$/kWh, the
break even point would be even shorter, for a given cost differential.
For the BASE-BASE case, an estimate of the payback period has been given in SECTION 7.1.6.

7.1.5

Capita/ Cost Differential Estimates

A comparative preliminaq capital cost estimate was prepared for the VARI-RO
1994, Tables 3-2 and 3-3). This is summarized as follows:
GA&
Electric Power Equipment
Pumping and Energy Recovery
Installation & Startup
Other
TOTAL
Direct

Capital

$4,685,000
2,953,ooo
8,229,OOO
74,577,ooo

$1,505,000
8,444,OOO
8,805,OOO
74,578,OOO
%93,332,000

(base)

S2,888,000

Cost Differential

Cost Differential

VARI-RO

$90,444,000

Overall Project Economic Facto@
Capital

system (Palmyra,

1.85

(with Project Economic Factor appiied)

%5,343,000

8. The overall project economicf&or reflects a multiplier applied to the facility capital costestimate. for
items such as: indirect costs.installation. and contingency.
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7.1.6

Payback Period

For the base case efficiency conditions, an energy cost savings of $2.4 million per year
(SECTION 7. I .4) was estimated. Based on this energy cost savings, the payback period would be:
At Direct Capital

Cost Differential

(base):
%2,88a,mM

=

PAY BACK PERIOD

=

about 1 YEAR

=

about 2 YEARS

%2,450,00O/year
With Overall

Project Economic Factor applied:
$5,343,000
=
PAY BACK PERIOD
%2,450,00O/year

Basically this indicates that the VARI-RO system can be paid for in about one year for the
direct capital cost dif%rential, and about two years with the economic factor applied. After this
payback period the system would then save over $40 million for a 20 year period of operation; as
shown in SECTION 7.1.4.
NOTE: Lower VARI-RO svstem canital costs are exnected in the future. As the
VARI-RO system design matures, and production techniques are developed it is
expected that the capital costs can be substantially reduced from those used in this
report. This will reduce the capital cost differential between the two methods,
since the centrifugal pump and energy recovery turbine equipment capital costs
were based on production costs of equipment that has reached design maturity.
However, even at the cost differential shown, the payback period due to the
energy savings is still quite short.
7.1.7
Cost of Water Sensitivity Analysis
The cost of water was estimated for both the centrifugal and the VARI-RO systems (Pahnyra, 1994,
pages 1 l-14). These estimtes were made for the base case conditions and for cases with lower
e&iencies for both systems (see SECTION 7.1.3), and higher difTerential capital cost for the VAIURO system. The results of this cost of water sensitivity analysis, for an energy cost of 6e/kWh, are
sammand as follows:
VARLRO
DUCTION
CASE9
CosTPEmI%IAF)
VARI-RO
j&&g
%
CT
BASE
ILWERVARI-ROEFFi
LowERcENT.EFF-.
HIGHER VARI-RO

COST

963
963
1037
963

a97
918
a97
911

66
45
140
52

6.9%
4.7%
13.5%
5.4%

This cost of water sensitivity analysis indicates a VARI-RO system cost reduction from $52
.
to $140 per acre-foot ($0.042 to $0.114 per m3), giving a savings range &nn 5 to 13 percent.

9. The pameters for the lower ef5cieucy caseswere given in SECTION 7.1.3 (Footuote 7). For the
higher VARI-RO qstem cost. the hydra& unit was hcreasd 15% aud the displacemeutunit 30%.
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7.1.8

Elect& Power Rate Sensitivity

A graph was prepared to show the effect of different electric power rates (Palmy!?& 1994, page 14).
The results of this comparison are summarized as follows:

ELECTRIC RATE
Mm

COST OF WATER ($/Al?1
VARI-RO
CT

4

850

6
8
10

963
1075
1185

820
897
980
1070

REDUCTION
d!z!@
I%?
30
66
95
115

3.5%
6.9%
8.8%
9.7%

This shows that, as electric power rate increases, the cost savings resulting from the higher
efkiency of the VARI-RO system become more significant. Higher electric power rates will provide
an additional incentive to consider the Reduced Pressure Option as discussed in SECTION 7.2.2.

7.1.9

Conclusions for Comparative Economic Analysis

The conclusions re+achedas a result of the comparative economic analysis are:
1.

Results of the base case comparison shows a total water cost for the VARY-RO system
to be %897/AF, which is a cost m
of EWAF, for a savings of about $2.4
million /year. This is about 7% of the total cust of water. (Pm
1994, page 13)

2.

~totalcostofthedesalinati~plantwithtbeVARI-ROsystemisonlyabout3
percent higher than the total capital cost with the conventional pumping and energy
recovery system. This indim
that the capital cost impact of the VARI-RO system
is small with respect to the total capital cost. (Palmyra, 1994, page 13)

3.

The energy cost savings for the VARI-RO system are about $2.5 million per year or
about 24% of the total energy cost at an electric power price of %O.O#kWh. This
cost admntage is slightly offset by a higher maintenance cost of about SO.1
million/year, producing a total cost advantage for the VARI-RO system of about $2.4
million/year, or about 13 percent of the total O&M cost. (Palmyra, 1994, page 13)
lt would, therefixe, take only about 2 years to payback the added capital cost for the
VARI-RO system, including the economic markup factor: as discussed in SECTION
7.1.5.

4.

The lower power requirement of the VARI-RO technology resulted in au energy
savings of about 30% when compared to a conventional centrif@l system which is a
significant savings. In addition the lower power requirement and the elimination of
the variable speed drive reduces the cost of the electric power equipment.

5.

Even at the lower efficiency sensitivity cases (5x either the cent&i&
or the VARIRO systems) the advantage of the VARI-RO system ranges from 5 to 13% on the
totalcostofwater.

6.

The VARI-RO system could allow operating at a lower recovery ratio. Lowering the
system remmy woulc$ for example, allow optration with either less membrane
elements or at a lower om
pressure. Either option would result in a higher
quality (lower TDS) product water. To quantify the benefits of these options would
require evaluation and optimization of the facility design and economic analysis.

In summary, there is a definite incentive for commercial development of the VARI-RO
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technology

for desalination plants. To achieve verification, a program to refine the design, improve equipment
cost estimates, applications analysis, and pilot testing was recommended (Palmyra, 1994, page 15 &
16).

7.2

Lower

Recovery

Ratio

Cost Benefits

The possibility of reducing membrane related costs, energy costs, and improving water quality by
operating at lower recovery ratios was covered in SECTION 5.1.3 of this report. This possibility
was also briefly mentioned in the comparative economic analysis (Pahnyra, 1994, page 15). The
potential enviromnental benefits of lower reject brine density {concentration) were covered in
SECTION 5.1.4.2. The remainder of this section discusses the possible cost benefits of lower
recovery ratio operation.

7.2.1

Reduced Membrane Quantity Option,

Capital Cost Savings

As shown in SECTION 5.1.3.1, a membrane reduction of 3,480 (28%) was shown by operat& at a
recovery ratio of 25% instead of the base case 45%, which was based on a letter report (DOW,
1992). It w as indicated that this wouid result in reducing the number of pressure vessels by 435 and
the floor space requirement by 4,220 square feet. For the base case, the number of pressure vesseis
was based on eight elements per pressure vessel (Carollo, Laughlin 1994, page 4-8).
Cost estimating infbrmation was obtained from a DOW FILMTEC representative in an April 1992.
meeting. This information, as shown in the tabulation below, was extrapolated to the present base
case conditions to provide a general overview of the cost savings potenkl.
The estimated cost
obtained for the pressure vessels was $2,500 each, based on six elements per vessel. For this
e&mate, a pressure vessel cost of $3,000 each was assumed for eight element vessels. The 1992
costs were escalated by 5%to reflect 1994 costs. In additioq the same project economic factor of
1.85 (SECTION 7.1.5) was used to refkt total capital costs for the facility.

u2P
Elements
Vessels
Racks/vessel
Piping/vessel

$1300
3000
200
300

TOTAL MEMBRANERELATED

T CO=
lLee3s

.

YE=

3480
435
435
435

$1365
3150
210
315

COST REDUCTION

$8,790,000
2,535,OOO
169,000
253,000
s11,747,000

This indicates a membrane related capital cost savings potentkl of about $11.75 million with the
Redud Membrane Option, neglecting the savings due to the reduction of floor space requirement.
This savings could reduce the cost of water from S%3/AF to %821/AF. However, some of this
saviugs would be of&et by increased costs resulting from increased flow rates in the feed water supply
and brine discharge systems, which are site dependent; and were not estimated in this study.
In the comparative economic report (Palmyra 1994, page 12), the total capital cost was estim&d
to be $135 million for the standard RO system. The membrane related cost savings represents 8.7%
ofthiscapitalcost,whichisasubstar&lsavings.
Akonotethatthis
membranerelatedcostsavings
is nearly three times the cost difkrential estk&xi for the VARI-RO system, as noted in SECTION
7.1.5.
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7.2.2

Reduced Pressure Option , Additional Energy Savings

As shown in SECTION 5.4.2, a pressure reduction of 152 PSI (10.5 BAR), providing a percentage
reduction of 16%, was projected for operating at a recovery ratio of 25% instead of the base case
45%. For this option the membrane quantity was held constant.
Based on this pressure reduction, the power requirement for the VARI-RO system was reduced from
12.1 MW to 10.7 MW. As compared to the 17.3 power requirement for the base case centrifugal
system, this is a reduction of 6.6 MW (38%). The value of this additional energy savings is shown
below.
J’ARI-RO SYSTEM
ENERGY COST SAVINGS . h3 6dlkWh
OPTION

ger Yeq

delta

5

20

Reduced Pressure, 25% RR
BASE, 45% RR

6.6
5.2

$3,110,000
2.450.000

$15,550,000
12.250.000

$62,200,000
49.000.000

ADDITIONAL

1.4

%660,000

%3,300,000

%13,200,000

SAVINGS

At a higher electric rate of 10 c/IcWh, the additional 5 year cost savings would increase from $3.3
million to $5.5 million. While this is a significant additional savings, it appears that at this electric
power rate, it would be more cost effective to utilize the Reduced Membrane Quantity Option
(Constant Pressure), as noted in SECTION 7.2.1, rather than the Reduced Pressure Option (Lower
Power). This would likely change for locations with high electric power rates, such as facilities
located on remote islands in the Caribbean.

Economic Value of improved Water Quaiity and Economic Benefits
As shown in SECTION 5.4.3, water quality can be improved by operating at lower recovery ratios.
Improved water quality can have economic benefits for some locations, by not requiring additional
water treatment and/or by increasing the supply of potable water by blending with other water
sources. Also, as discussed in SECTION 5.5, environmental benefits could result from using a VARIRO system.
7.2.3

NOTE: The evaluation of the potential economic benefits for operating at a lower
recovery ratios is very site dependeti. It could be influenced by the availability
of a blending source of water, or the cost of equipment to further improve the
water quali~. This capability of the VARI-RO system is only pointed out here to
provide another tool for reducing the cost of water produced by desalting.
Detemining the value of these benefits was beyond the scope of this study.
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8.

-VARI-RO

SYSTEM

PILOT

PROJECT

This section of the report discusses application selection for a low capacity pilot project and
provides a comparative performance analysis for several candidates. It also covers the key tasks
involved in the design, constnrction, and installation of a VARI-RO system to prove the overall
concept and viability in a reverse osmosis application.
The need for a pilot project is illustrated
(Palmyra, 1994, page 15)

from the following

statement from Palmyra’s report

“In summary, there is a definite incentive for commercial development of the
VARY-RO method for seawater desalination plants tf the pejormance and cost
assumptions used in the study are verified. To achieve this verification, we
recommend that a program of design refinement. equipment cost estimating,
applications analysis, and pilot testing be conducted on a sequential basis to
confIrm the performance and cost advantages of the technology. ”
The following was stated earlier in this report, SECTION 3.4. “The VXRI-RO “Low Eneqy”
desalting technology utilizes modern hydraulic power transmission and control to provide a highly
efficient, Low cycle speed, low pulsation, variable flow. positive displacement pumping and energy
recovery system suitable for small. medium, and high capacity desalination plants. The primary
applications would be SWRO and relatively high salinity BWRO; however, it can also provide
bene#ts for low salinity B WRO in some instances. ”
The goal of the Pilot Project will be to veq the viability of the VARI-RO system and confirm the
hardware performance for the desalting apphcations mentioned. The key tasks for the Pilot Project
are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Form a project team to implement the program.
Select a low capacity application.
Determine the performance criteria for the application.
Perform sizing analysis to determine specifications for the key components.
Select and purchase key components.
Design the equipment.
Manufacture
and shop functional test.
Install and startup at the job site.
Operate the system.
Evaluate and report the performance.

During the implementation of this low capacity Pilot Project, consideration will be given to assure
the capability to extrapolate the results to other higher capacity applications. This would be done by
selecting a suitable application for actual testing. Then using the results of this testing, the
performance can be projected for a variety of other applications. For example, it would be possible
to prove the general function and performance on a brackish water application. These results could
then be extrapolated to a seawater application, with proper consideration of the materials of
construction and dif&rences in operating pressures.

8.1

Lower

Capacity

Module

Considerations,

and Objective

The “BASE CASE” for this particular study was a high capacity seawater application with a module
capacity of 5 MGD (18,900 m3/d) at 1000 PSI (69 BAR) and 45% RR (recovery ratio). This unit
wuld require about 2500 shaft horsepower (HP) (1900 KW). This compares to a centrifugal /
turbine and variable speed drive system requirement of about 3500 shaft horsepower (2600 KW).
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This is a saving of 1000 horsepower (746 KW) per module, or about a 30% saving. The hydraulic
drive cmnponents for this high capacity module are commercially available, and have been proven in
other applications.
In addition to this high capacity application, a number of modules for low and medium capacity
seawater applications have been analyzed, ranging from 0.036 MGD (136 m3/d) to 0.66 MGD (2500
m3/d). Also, a number of module capacities for brackish water applications have been analyzed. For
the lower capacity seawater modules, it has been noted that the specific energy consumption is about
the same as it is for the higher capacity modules. The reason for this is that positive displacement
components for either low or high capacity modules have about the same &ciencies under similar
operating conditions. This means that the performance of a high capacity VARJ-RO system can be
predicted by testing a low capacity module. The specific energy consumption will be a function of
the efficiency of the components selected. From the testing of this low capacity module, it will then
be possible to project the performance that can be attained in a high capacity application by
comparing the relative efficiencies of the components.
At the present time, for existing and planned facilities, cent&gal pumps and turbines are afways
selected for high capacity applications and are sometimes selected for medium capacity applications.
For low to medium capacity applications, crank type triplex or quintuplex plunger pumps are usuaUy
selected, especially in regions where electric power rates are relatively high. For low capacity
applications, energy recovery is seldom used. For medium capacity applications, various forms of
energy recovery are sometimes used, especially for locations with high electric power rates.
The reason that phmger pumps are used for lower capacity applications is that the efliciencies of
centrifugal pumps drop off considerably at lower capacities. Also, the efficiencies of turbines and
electric variable frequency drives (VFD) usuallv are lower at lower capacities. VFDs are often needed
with centrifu%al pumps to minimize the throttjing losses that can result from variations in membrane
pressure requirements.
Pilot Project Objective: The objective of the VARLRO system Pilot Project will
be to demonstrate the implementation feasibility, and the benefits that can be
provided, for a wide range of reverse osmosis desalting applications. This would
include applications that presently use plunger pumps, centrifugal pumps, energy
recovery turbines, and variable frequency drives.

8.2

Lower

Capacity

Application

Candidates

Several applications have been identified and analyzed as possible candidates for a Pilot Project. For
reference convenience, these are referred to as- APP-1, APP-2, APP3, APP-4, and APP-5. The
first three applications are exist&, and use plunger pumps (PP) without energy recovery. The last
two applications are proposed new instalkions.
For these proposed installations, it has been
assumed that the competing system would be a CT system (centrifugal pump, energy recovery
turbine, and a variable speed drive system). For APP-4, two pressure and recovery ratio conditions
are being evaluated by the desalting system engineering firm. These have been identified as LR for
“low recovery” and HR for “high recovery” ratios.
TABLE 8-l shows the performance criteria for these applications, along with the projected energy
cost savings that can be provided by the VARI-RO system. The energy cost saving projections are
based on %yYkWh, 100% use factor, and 92% electric motor efficiency. An electric rate of 8e/kWh
was selected because this is a reasonable average commercial rate. The savings for other conditions
can be approximated with a direct ratio to the factors used in the calculations.
The prime candidate fir a Pilot Project is application No. 2 (APP-2). This application presdy
has three 140 horsepower pumping units, which have been in operation for about 8 years. The value
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of the energy cost savings is about $48,000 per year per unit (at 8$/lcWh), with a 55 horsepower
requirement for each VARI-RO unit. This is a saving of 85 horsepower for each unit, providing a
savings potential of about 250 horsepower at this facility. For an additional 8 years of operation,
the potential value of the energy savings would be over $1 million, at the assumed commercial
electric rate. This facility presently makes its own power at about l/2 the commercial rate. Even at
this lower electric power rate, the savings potential is around l/2 million dollars for this period of
operation.
NOTE: At the time of writing this report, the operator of the APP-2 facility is
considering participation in the Pilot Project, but has not made a commitment.
If this facility cannot be used as the pilot site, then an alternative plan will be
developed.

8.3

Lower

Recovery

Operation

Benefit

As covered in SECTION 5.4, the VARI-RO system has a relatively flat energy consumption versus
recovery ratio at a constant pressure. It w-as also illustrated in SECTION 5.4.2 that, at lower
recovery ratios, the pressure can be lowered to provide energy savings. These unique characteristics
of the VARI-RO system make the possibility of operating at lower recovery ratios a viable option.
For application No. 4 (APP-4), which is in the planning stages, various recovery ratio and membrane
pressure options are being evaluated. One consideration is a high recovery ratio of 55% to reduce
the feed water flow, which may require an operating pressure as high as 1200 PSI (83 BAR).
Another alternative being considered is to operate at a lower recovery ratio of 40%, which could
allow the pressure to be as low as 800 PSI (55 BAR). From TABLE 8-l (APP-4LR & APP-4HR) it
is shown that at either recovery ratio or pressure condition, the VARI-RO system can provide
substantial energy cost savings of $27,000 and $26,000 per year, respectively.
It is further shown that $40,000 per year can be saved, if the VARI-RO system is used at the low
recovery ratio and low pressure condition versus a conventional centrQ@
system at the high
recovery ratio and high pressure condition. The flat energy consumption versus recovery ratio
characteristic of the VARI-RO system is the primary reason that this option can provide the
projected energy cost savings.
APP-4 is planned to be constructed in three phases. Phase 1 would have three units of the capacity
shown giving a total capacity of 0.432 MGD. At the completion of Phase 3, the total facility
capacity would be I. 15 MGD. For the complete facility, the VARI-RO system has the potential to
provide a total saving of about $320,000 per year, or over $1.5 million savings for a 5 year period
of operation. These savings depend upon which set of opera&g conditions are evaluaw however,
under any set of comparative conditions, the savings that can be provided are quite substantial.
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[APPLICATION

I

METHOD

APP-1

I

MGD

0.036

PP
SAVINGS
VARI-RO

APP-2

(APP-1 ),
ELECTRIC

APP-3

SAVINGS
VARI-RO

HP
COST

PSI

1

HP

1 [ItWh/kGALj

& PERCENT
SAVINGS,
$1 OOOIYEAR

900

& PERCENT
SAVINGS,
Sl OOO/YEAR

42%

HP
COST

(APP-3),
ELECTRIC

1

35%

0.144

PP
\

HP
COST

(APP-Z),
ELECTRIC

RR

36%

0.122

PP
SAVINGS
VARI-RO

1

980

& PERCENT
SAVINGS,
$1 OOO/YEAR

r----------------------------------------------------------~

: APP-4LR
: L~~Remvety
:
I

(3
SAVINGS
VARI-RO

:
I

40%

0.144

800

I

’ APP-4HR

(APP-4LR),
ELECTRIC

HP
81 PERCENT
1 47
COST SAVINGS,
$1 OOO/YEAR

0.144

CT

( :“8”

55%

py.1;
qqq

1200

i High Recovery
SAVINGS
VARCRO

(APP-4HR),
ELECTRIC

HP
& PERCENT
’ 45
COST SAVINGS,
SIOOOIYEAR

; VRO SAVINGS POTENllAL
(APP-4LR
; VARI-RO
ELECTRIC
COST SAVINGS,
------------------------------------------------------------

I
I

APP-5
I

clMa
SAVINGS
VARI-RO

TABLE

VRO vs APP4HR
SlOOO/YEAR

CT)

1

7 1
pL$qi

45%

0.3
I
(APPd),
ELECTRIC

8-1 -

HP
COST

Potentfat

& PERCENT
SAVINGS,
$1

Pilot Project
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Applications

8.4

Pilot

Project

Program

The Pilot Project program will consist of putting together a project team, iden@ing a target
application designing a VARI-RO system for the application, building the system, shop functional
testing, field installation, startup, and operation.
The project team would consist of SAIC as the program mauager and the VARI-POWER Company
for system design and project engineering. Other members of the team would likely include: 1) a
company engaged in the supplying of hydraulic power and control equipment, 2) a company engaged
in the manu&tfuing of pump parts for reverse osmosis applications, 3) a desalting engineering or
system integration company, 4) an end user with the targeted application, and 5) a research
organization.
The primary system design tasks include:
Overall System:

Defining performance criteria
Sizing and selection of key components

Hydraulic Power Supply (HPS)

General arrangement and vibration isolation
Piping design and interface
Electronic control unit (ECU) design and programming

Water Displacement Unit (WDU)

Hydraulic cylinder interface
water displacement cylinder design
Water directional valves design
ECU interface to the energy recovery valves

A preliminary general arrangement of the Pilot Project module is shown on FIGURE 8-1. The
critical technical issues in the development of this technology includes: dynamic packing selection
and design, energy recovery pilot valve inte&ce and timing, and WDU materials selection.
After manufacture, the system will be shop tested to. verify function of the various components and
that the unit will perform as expected. It will then be moved to the job site for in&al&ion and
startuP.
During the testing phase a report of operation and function will be prepared.

8.5

Pilot

Project

Estimated

Costs

The estimated costs for the Pilot Project are as follows:
Design & Subsystem Development
Manufacture and Shop Testing
Field Testing
Evaluation and Reporting

$160,000
130,000
210,000
25,000

TOTAL

$525,000

This estimate is provided for budgetary purposes. A more detailed breakdown will be provided by the
project team members for the Pilot Project program.
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PIAN VIEW

:NRE

HYDRAUUC PUMPS
WATER DISPLACEMENT CYUNDERS
WATER DlAECllONAL VALVES
WAlER DlSPlACEhJENT UNIT
HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY

FIGURE 8-1 -

VARI-RO

Pilot Project
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10,

Willard
SAIC

1992

Childs

Performance
Projections
of RLMTEC Membanes
st Various Recovery Radios

4161 Campus Point Court
San Diego, CA 92121

Dear Will,
Attached
are computer performance
projections
for various
reverse omosis
configurations
operating
on normal seawater
(36143 mg/I TDS) at 17OC.
I arbitrarily
chose to size a 1.0
MGD system operating
over a recovery
range of 50 to 20%
recovery.

To determine
the amount of membrane required,
'
fouling
factor = 0.80, I varied the amount of membra~~'~ti~
the projected
operating pressure was as near to 1,000 psi as
possible.
With this membrane/pressure
vessel configuration
thus defined,
I then ran the svstem with a foulins
factor
3.90 and calculated
the projected
operating
pressures.
Ial
of these calculations
are based on using. FilmTec model
SW3OXR-8040 membrane elements.
Computer print-out
following
lists
recovery:
Recovery
%

No. of
Elements
476
420
378
350
324
304
288

SO

45
40
35
30
25
20

pages 1-28 show these
the various
parameters
REDUCED

Type of
P.V.
7
7
7
7
6
4
4

Elem.
Elem.
Ele!nl.
Elem..
El&n.
Elem.
Elexn.

calculations.
as a function

MEMBRANE

No. of

QUANTITY

Permeate

P.V.

TDS

68
60
54
50
54
76
72

425
347
298

The
of

OPTION

Permeate
FlUX-GFD

7.1
8.1
9.0

261

9.7

230

10.5

210
190

11.1

11.7

second group
of cakulations
I selected
the amount
of membrane used in the 45% recovery case above, i.e.,
420
FllmTec
model SW3OKR-8040 membrane elements.
With this kept
constant,
I varied the projected
operating
pressure to
produce 1.0 MGD of permeate at the various recoveries.
The
projected
performance print-outs
are shown on attached pages

For the

29-42

an

summarized

below.

Recovery
t

50
45
40
35
30
25
20

No. of
Elements

Type of
P.V.

420
420
420
420
420
420
420

7M
7M
6M
7M
7M
6H
4M

REDUCEDPRESSUREOPTION
No. of
Permeate
Projected
P.V.
TDS
Press.
PSI
60
60
70
60
60
70
105

372
347
327
314
298

1,010
960
914
866
836
808
786

286

275

-conditions

For all of the above configurations
and operating
with fouling
factor - 0.90, I have calculated
energy

consumption 1x1 icw-hrs/k
attached table.

gal.

These values

I hope this
infOnUatiOn is useful
for YOU
cltudies.
Call
if you have any questions.
Regards,

are shown in the

to

COmplete

your
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L. Henshaw,
P.E.
Consulting Engineer

Terry

2 &gust

1993

-far:

Willard D Childs
582 Rancho Santa Fe Rd
Enclnitas
CA 92024
Subject:

Reverse

Osmosis (RO) Desaiination
Project
Direct-Acting
Pump with Energy Recovery
The VAN-ROW
System,
Preiiminary
Evaluation

The following comments
have boon proparod
aftor a review of the
June 20, 1993, Rev. 6 30-page report, describing the VARI-RON
system; and our meeting at the San Francisco Airport Hilton on July
28, 1993.
These comments provide a general impression of the
viability of tho pumping and energy recovery system, and a
The time constraint preduded
suggestion
for possible improvement.
a detatled analysis.
To obtain additionai
detail about some of my comments, please refer
to my book entltted “RECIPROCATING
PUMPS”, Von Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1987. Page number references to this book have
been noted, for example, as [RP-101.
TYPE

OF PUMP

The VARl-ROW
reciprocating
pump is what is known In the industry
as a direct-acting
pump (as distingulshed
from a power pump) [RPA
direct-acting
pump
transfers
energy
from one fluid to
1,2,3,41.
anolher, A power pump transfers energy from a rotating drfver
(such as an electric motor) to a fluid.
The power end of a power
pump Includes
a power frame, crankshaft
(or camshaft), connecting
rods, and crossheads.
A direct-acting
pump contains none of these
parts.
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Since about
direct-acting
for certain
the use of
700 OF) in

1950 power pumps have become more popular than
pumps are stttl used
pumps; however, direct-acting
very demanding
applications,
An iilustratiofl
of thfs is
direct-acting
pumps for hot oil service (up t0 4000 psi &
petroleum refineri
[W-571,
“The inherent low speed of
these units also generally
leads to less maintenanoe
than power
pumps In slmlkr hot serv~~6s.~ [W-59].
[This is actuaI!y an
understatement,
A D-A pump usually requires
an order of magnitude
less maintenance
than a power pump in the same service.\
Common driving fluids for direct-acting
pumps include:
steam,
compressed
air, or other fluids under pressura available at a process
plant.
This also includes hydraulic llulds to drive intensifiers
for
high pressure
water jel cutting of concrete,
metals, leather, cloth,
snd other materials.
With respect to reciprocating
positive
following comments
are made:
1. NUm8rOUS direct-acting
demanding
serviceb.

dtsplacement

pumps

have

been

(PD)

pumps,

the

built for

2. The direct-acting pump, when driven by a liquid and
designed for minimal pressure drops through the valves, is a very
efficient machine.
It 1s the most efficient method I’m aware of
for transfering
energy behnreen twlo liquids.
The only losses are
the packing
lriction and the pressure drops through the valves
and ffuid passages.
With careful attention to these factors,
efficiencies
above 9Ooh, and posslbiy 9E”%, are achievable.
3. Dtrect-acting pumps have been built for RO systems to
transfer energy from the high pressure brine to the feed water,
although I know of no commercial
appiications.
NOTE: During our meeting you described a system known as
the flow work exchanger (FWE), whtch Is presently being
used for production and sale of desalted water, but ths
system is not presently being offered for sale to other
users.
4. Electric motor driven power pumps (crank type) are
commonly used as feed pumps in smaller RO systems.
(Larger
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systems typically use centrifugal pumps).
These power pumps
typkally
have efficiencies in the range of 65Oh to 92Y0, and
operate at speeds up to 400 RPM. Most of the efficiency loss is
In the power end (crossheads and bearings), with the remaining
losses in the packing friction and valve pressure drops.
AdditIonal losses occur in the speed reducer (belts or gearing);
and from variable speed drives, if used.
pumps,
5. Power pumps are more efficient than centrifugal
but typically require more maintenance,
leak more, and
contribute to system pulsation.
The higher maintenance
is one of
the reasons that careful attention la given to the capability to
replace fluid end wear parts, such as valves, packing, plungers,
Higher maintenance
is patially
attributed to
and Ilners.
operating at higher speeds to reduce the sire of the equipment,
The iives of power pump components are significantly
extended
by operating at tower Sp88ds.
NOTE: You have pointed out that the VARY-RON system
would operate at !ow cycle speeds, typically 20 CPM, as
compared to the 100 to 400 RPM that is typlcal for power
My personal experience, and the referenced papers
pumps.
on slurry pumping referred to on Page I2 of your
6120/936 document, indicate that the
VARY-ROW system
can be designed to provtde long operating !ife for clsan
seawater
service.
6. Direct-acting
pumps, because of their lower speeds,
typically require less matntenance,
and pulse less, than power
pumps; although pulsation is normally more than a centrifugal.
(However, the standard gas dftven, dup!ex 12 pistons], dlrectacting pump produces a negligible pulse if the valves are In good
condition and properly set.)
NOTE: In your 6/20/93B report, the trapezoidai
wave form,
as illustrated in Figures 4 and 11, seems to be a viable
method for reducfng pulsations in both the suction and the
d&charge lines, thereby minimizing the need for
discharge pulsation dampeners and suction stabilizers
fRPw261] commonly use with power pumps.
In the case of power pumps, the sinusoidal
flow putsatlon
[RP-144) can be be redumd (but not eliminated) by using
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more pistons or plungers (io., triplex
or septuplex
(7)) [PIP-1431.

YOU had
built

reported
and o~8rat8d;

that a prototype
flO~W8f,
this

{3}, quintuptex

{5},

of the VARI-RO’M system has been
8~p8ri9nce
was not covered
in the

The photos you showed me In the 7128193 meeting
6120/93 B tepon.
were h8lpful In understanding
the system, and the description
of
your experiences
during the four, or so, years of operatidn were

enlightening.
I suggest

that

a summary

report

supplement the 61201938 report.
described.

encountered

They were not basic
in any development

of

this experience be written to

Problems

encountered
should be
flaws, but hardware
problems as
program.

The

VARI-ROTM system
utlllzes
a hydraulic
system
{electric
motor
driven)
to supplement
the power from the reject brine.
The
adVantaQ8S are that it eliminates the need for a main charging pump
(cemrlfugal
or power) and provides for recovery of all energy from
the reject.
However, it introduces addltional equipment
and
addltlonal
cost over the direct-acting
method discussed in Type of
Pump comment #3.
NOTE:

After

our 7/28/93

meeting, I now have a better
understandlng
of the VARI-ROW
hydraulic
system
and
some of Its benefits.
The capability to precisely control
piston speed, and Stop the piston (dwell) before shifting
the energy recovery valves seem6 to be beneficial.
Wlthout controlled
acceleration
and deceleration,
there
can be slgniflcant
shock.

The hydraulic
system seems to have merit; hOWeV8r, I suggest that
Its design
and application
be thoroughly reviewed as outlined in
TASK 4 fn the 61201938 report PREFACE.
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The 99% and 98% efflckncies
stated in Figure 1 seem htgh. I would
expect these values to be closer to 95%; however, this depends on
the facfors covered previously
in comment #2.
NOTE: As discussed
during our meeting, the tow differentfat
pressure across the piston, see Figure 7, in the
%oncentrJc”
configuration
may give a higher efficiency
than the “In Ilne” configuration
shown on Figure 1. This
depends on the materials and finishes selected for the
“outboard” packing gland seals and tho recovery ratio rod. ..
It appears that changfng this configuration
as suggested
in Miscellaneous
Comment #6 would increase efficiency.
An overall efficiency
brine pistons may be
reed water and 98%
will be significantly

of 95Oh for both the feed water and the relect
obtainable.
This is an allowance of 97% for the
for the re)ect brine.
In any case, the efficiency
higher than centrifugal
pumps.

Testlng will be needed to verify
(SEC) values given in TABLE 1,

the specific

energy

consumption

MISC~OUS
0-n
1. P9- 17 - For

fairness, It would seem that efficiency
comparisons
should also be made to power pumps with Pelton
Wheel
energy recovery, and ah30 t0 difeCt-aCthg
pumps without
the hydraulics,
ie the flow work exchanger
(WE).
2,
(Pgs 8 & 9) - It was unclear as to what was meant by
the statements
that the “...centMuga/
pump . ..must provide the
lull flow and pressure to the systems..“. and Ltbe
hy&euilc pump
only
needs
fo
provide
dltlerential
power...
‘.
This
needs
...
clarification.

3.
-8

(Pg 9) - What happens
faul33

10

the

PCOVew

ratic&w+!

NOTE: Your reply was that with, the URI-ROfM
system the
recovery ratio remajns constant because it is determined
by the piston areas.
In the case of a centrifugal system,
the recovery
ratio is controlled
as membranes
foul by a
combination
of adjusting pump speed with the variable
speed dflV8, and throttling the brine flow,

Report
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- Although possibSy attainable
(Pg IO) - &ro
0uMtlons
4.
when
ail valves
are funclloning
propotty,
pUi8eS will be present
(For instance,
a leaky suction
or
if the valves
malfunction.
discharge
valve on the pump will produce
a pulse.)

(Pg 10) - Pulsation

5.

dampeners
are not normally
is a function
of the number
stroke.
IRP-262)
8.

Mine

(Pg
verslon.

l$)

nampenerg
- “Large”
pulsation
tequlred
with power
pumps.
The
of pistons
and displacemcint
per

- Concentricwernent
It is not clear why

only

the

unit versus
latter design

size

the
is

..

“concentric”.
NOTE:
Your reply was that, with the concentric
arrangement,
the brine flow is in the same cylinder
barrel
as the feed flow, and thus is “concentric”.
This is a term
coined
to dtstlnguish
this from the inline
arrangement,
where
th8 feed and reject flows are into separate
cylinder
bamk
as shown on Figure f .

7.

(Pg

vertically?
If
ltle oylhIderS?

11) - IS the unit going to be designed
to run
SO, what provisions
will be made
to vent air

from

6.

a unit with two
(PQ 11) - Figure 7 and 8 !iiustGites
high pressure
seals.
It appears
that one of these seafs
COWI
b8 8iimlnated
if. 3h8 Sl86Ve was in the Center,
and the
reject ted into the Center of th8 unit, with the feed water
on the
outboard
ends.
This configuration would reduce seal friction and
Increase
efficiency.

outboard

9.
(Pg 11) - Hydraulic
Drive Unit - Why superchargIng
pumps?
TheS8 will consume
more power and result in more
equipment
to maintiiln.
If the system
iS SO efficient,
why is a
cooler
required?
NOTE:
Your reply was that, hydrostatic
pump systems
are
closed loop systems
and require a supercharge
pump of
sufficient
capaclty
to makaup
for Internal
leakage
and to
assure
that the hydraulic
pump (at say 1800 RPM) has
sufficient
NPSH (net positive
suction head}.
Usually
the

Henshaw
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ia integral

cooler Is necessary

to the hydrostatic

because

the cas6

size

pump

is much

smaller than a power pump of similar power and
efficiency,
and as 8 result does not have sufficient
surface area to dissipate the 10% energy loss of this
device.

10. (Pg 12, 6.1) - Why do the proposed cycle speeds
compare to 100 RPM?
As written, it is not clear to the reader
that the lower cycle speed (20 CPM) of the VARI-ROfM unit will
provide longer life than conventional
power pumps that operate
at ov8r 100 RPM.

.

1 1 (Pg 18, Figure 10) - These took like PD pump check
How can they control the flow of the high pressure
valves.
reject?
NOTE: In our meeting, you 8%plain8d how the pilot method
tunctlons to control the opening and closing of these
vatves.
ln fact, the pricfpfe of operation is the same as
that of a high-pressure
valve that I recently designed for
on8 of my ciienta.
PUMPS
REClPROCAll’NG
PUMPS versus CENTRlFUGAL
Centrltugal
pumps are typically selected for applications
with
higher capacities
and lower heads.
Reciprocating
pumps are seWted
for applications
for which
centrttugal
pumps are unsuitable.
The severity of these services
contribute
to the higher maintenance
requirements
of reciprocating
pumps.
Other reasons for higher maintenance include:
(1) power
pumps selected at hlgh speeds in order to reduce the size of the
(Thb imposes high cyclic stresses on
pumps and speed reducers,
pump and system components.),
and (2) systems not designed to
compensate
for the high-frequency
pul8ing flow.
Reciprocating
pumps are, however, used satisfactorily
for a wide
range of applications
[RP-531, Including high capacity applications
dtscussed in the references quoted in the 61201938 report, page 12.
These high capacity applications
include oil well drilling mud,
secondary recovery, salt water disposal, and well seticing.
As an

,
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example, Wilson-Snyder
Pump Company
pumps with capacities to 4000 GPM.

has built

reciprocating

Reasons for using redprocating
pumps include:
higher effickncy,
ability to adapt to a wicle range of system conditions,
and 9evere
service unsuitable
for centrifugal
pumps,
Higher effic&ency operation of reciprocating
power pumps is covered
ir’l the case study by Barry W. Brown, USN (Retired), eniitled
“SAVING
ENERGY WITH POWER PUMPS” [RP-3181.

I-R m
DIN
TEM
In my brief review of the VARY-RO m system from tho 6/20/93B
report and our 7/28/93 meeting, ! found the system to be well
conceived.
I see no reason that the system cannot be designed to
provide satisfactory
service in either high or low capacity
applications.
Careful attention,
of course, will be necessary
in
valve selectlon [RP-231, rod packing gland and piston seal designs
[RP-34, & 76-1361, and the selection of materials
for seawater

hCO

stwvice.

The slow cycle speeds and the trapezoidal
pistan velocky
should solve major problems of crank type power pumps.

profile

My primary c&em
is with the hydraulic drive system.
I am not
familiar with the detail design of this type of power and control
I suggest it be reviewed as outllned In TASK 4. Also, 1 did
system.
not attempt to evaluate the value of the energy savings, and other
ben8fjtS. as outlined for TASKS 1 and 2.
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
VARI-RO TECHNOLOGY
FOR LARGE SEAWATER RO PLANTS
1 .O

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to provide a brief technical overview ofVARI-RO
technology for large seawater reverse osmosis (RO) desalination
plants and to
develop cost comparisons
of VARI-RO technology vs. conventional
high
pressure feed pump and energy recovery systems for a 30 MGD seawater
reverse osmosis (RO) plant located in the San Diego region.
Tasks completed

for the study included::

Review of VARI-RO documents provided by SAIC
Meeting with Will Childs to develop study assumptions
Technical overview of VARI-RO technology
Base case economic modeling
Economic sensitivity analysis

l
l
l
l
l

The results of the study are summarized

2.0

in the following

sections.

TASK 1 - OVERVIEW OF VARI-RO TECHNOLOGY

A technical overview of VARI-RO systems applied to large seawater RO plants
located in the San Diego region was performed to develop a perspective
of basic
concept viability and specific energy savings for the desalination
plant.

2.7

Reference

Plant Design

The San Diego County Water Authority’s
South Bay Desalination
Project was
selected as a reference design for the 30 MGD seawater RO plant. The South
Bay Desalination
Plant would be located on San Diego Gas & Electric
Company’s (SDG&E) South Bay Power Plant site in Chula Vista, California.
A
schematic of the plant is shown on Figure 2-1. Major design features of the
plant are shown on Table 2-l_
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tie overall facility includes a seawater intake system, pretreatment
system, RO
plant, product water system and a brine disposal system . The seawater intake
is located in the power plant intake channel and provides approximately
67 MGD
of flow to the pretreatment
plant. The pretreatment plant inciudes coagulation,
flocculation,
sedimentation
and media filtration.
From the pretreatment
plant,
seawater is pumped to RO plant which is configured into six 5 MGD unit trains
each with a high pressure feed pump and energy recovery unit. The high
pressure feed pumps are conventional centrifugal units with a rated efficiency of
82.9%. The pumps are driven by electric.motors
with variable speed drives
(VSD) with a combined rated efficiency of 92%. Energy is recovered through the
use of reverse-running
centrifugal pumps operating at an efficiency of 75%
which return mechanical energy to the high pressure feed pump drives.

I

Table 2-l
Reference

Desalination

Plant

Product water, at a flow of 30 MGD is treated with lime and sodium hydroxide,
then stored in an on-site tank. The product water distribution system includes a
48 inch diameter pipieline extending approximately
10 miles from the
desalination plant to the Water Authority’s aqueduct east of Chula Vista. Brine
from the desalination plant is pumped through a 36 inch diameter pipeline from
the desalination piant to the International Wastewater Treatment Plant located at
the international
Border. There the brine is mixed with treated sewage from the
wastewater treatment plant and discharged through a 12 foot diameter pipeline
and tunnel system which extends 3.5 miles to sea just north of the U.S./Mexico
border.
The total power usage of the RO system is 32.4 megawatts (MW). However, the
total installed electric power for the desalination plant refiects the use of the
energy recovery system and is 27.8 MW including the RO plant, miscellaneous
on-site pumping the pumping for the product water and brine discharge
pipelines.
Of this, 16.9 MW of net electric power are required for the high

June 1994
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pressure RO feed pump drives, based on 24.6 MW of high pressure feed pump
power minus 7.7 MW recovered through the energy recovery units. The
ancillary equipment associated with the desalination plant, excluding the product
water distribution system pumping and brine disposal pumping, adds 4.6 MW to
the overall power. This gives a net power requirement for economic comparison
purposes of 21.5 MW. For technical comparison purposes, only the 16.9 MW
associated with the high pressure pumps is considered.
The distribution
is
summarized below.
-_
COMPARISON

Technical
Analysis
35.52
-7.72
27.0
-6.26
4.59
16.95

System Power (MW)
Less Energy Recovery System
Installed Electric Power
Less Distribution/Brine
Disposal
Less Ancillary Equipment
NET MW FOR COMPARISON
Operation of the desalination plant is assumed
capacity/availability
factor of 90%.

2.2

Overview

of VARI-RO

Economic
Analysis
35.52
-7.72
27.0
6.3
included
21.54

to be steady-state

at a average

Technology

The VARI-RO system, using positive displacement
high pressure RO feed
pumps and energy recovery units, offers potential energy savings over the
conventional centrifugal pumping and energy recovery systems assumed in the
reference plant design.
Key technical questions which need to be addressed
in
considering a choice of VARI-RO technology for such a project include:
l
l
l
l

Is the VARI-RO concept basically sound?
Will VARI-RO have equivalent reliability to centrifugal pumping systems?
What are the actual energy savings for the reference desalination
plant?
What are the uncertainty factors for predicting energy usage?

Technical Viability

of the VARI-RO

Method

Based on a limited review of VARI-RO literature including the report prepared by
Mr. Terry Henshaw plus our own experiences with the specification
and
operation of high pressure positive displacement
reciprocating
pumps for RO
systems, we conclude that the VARI-RO concept is viable. The specific
performance
factors for the technology,
such as component efficiencies,
will
need verification through testing. The technology offers a definite potential for
reducing energy usage in RO desalination plants.
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Operating

Reliability

From a practical operating standpoint, the VARI-RO system has considerably
more mechanical parts than a comparable centrifugal pumping system and may
require higher operator skills for optimizing system performance
and troubieshooting problems.
The system would also be more maintenance-intensive.
The potential operating and maintenance
drawbacks of the VARI-RO system
can be mitigated to a fair degree by conservative design practices addressing
slow cycle speeds, valve design, packing design, materials selection and
careful attention to control systems. With a sound design approach, it is likely
that equivalent reliability can be achieved. However, the operator skills and
maintenance
costs to achieve this level of reliability are likely to be greater than
those of comparable centrifugal pumping and energy recovery systems.

Energy Savings for the South Bay Desalination
A comparison
of
pump system vs.
efficiency figures
efficiency figures

I

Table 2-2
Base Case
Component
Component

Plant

energy efficiency of the conventional RO high pressure feed
the VARI-RO system is shown on Table 2-2. VARI-RO
are from Terry Henshaw and Will Childs. Conventional
system
are from the South Bay Desalination Project Final Report.

I
Efficiency
Conventional
Efficiency

System
(%)

VARI-RO System
Efficiency
(%)

.

Electric Motor
Electric MotorNSD
Hydraulic Drive
High Pressure Pump
Enerav Recovers Unit

I

I

95

92
83
75

88
97
98

The total RO plant electric power requirement for the VARI-RO system is given
RO
by equation 1. Equation 2 gives the same formula for the conventional
system. The equation power relates only to the actual high pressure RO pump
power, and does not include ancillary power requirements,
such as seawater
pumping, filter air, and so on.
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Equation 1
Megawatls

=

746

* 4c *PF y?B VB *etliQ
em
1
( 1714*106 *eM *eH I(
i

Equation 2
Megawatts

=

746

* qF VF _ qB *PB *ew
1714* IO6 *eMIm H
e,

Where:
= feedwater flow, gpm
= brine flow, gpm
Qe
= feedwater pressure, psi
PF
= brine pressure, psi
PB
= feed pump efficiency, fraction
eFP
= electric motor efficiency, fraction
ehi
= hydraulic drive efficiency, fraction
eH
= energy recovery unit efficiency, fraction
e8P
speed drive efficiency
ekwso = electric motor/variable

qF

The estimated total power requirement using the VARI-RO
Bay Desalination
Plant cab be calculated as follows:
Megawatts =

746
1714*106 *O-95*0.8
Megawarts = 11.76

system for the South

46296 * 960 - 25463 * 93 1 * 0.98
0.97
1

This compares to the estimated totat RO system power requirement
for the
conventional system, using equation 2, of 16.9 MW. Thus, the VARI-RO system
produces an electric power reduction of 31% based on the standard RO power.

Impact of Energy Use Assumptions
Based on VARI-RO’s
design analysis,
VARI-RO system components
are:
l
l
l

Hydraulic Drive System:
High Pressure Feed Pump:
Energy Recovery Unit:

June 1994
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Applying these figures to the reference desalination plant produces an installed
power requirement for the reverse osmosis system itself of 13.1 megawatts
as
compared with 16.9 megawatts for the conventional system. This results in a
22.8% energy use reduction for the desalination plant under assumed worstcase efficiencies for the VARI-RO system.
Effect of Variable Operating

Parameters

To investigate the sensitivity of the system to changing parameters
and
changing performance variables, a rudimentary model was constructed.
2-2, 2-3, and 24 illustrate.

~~~_

EFFECT

OF VARIABLE

VARI-RO

4

EFFICIENCY

17)
17)

4

16*
16*

114.
101
.-

Figures

j

I
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I
I
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/
(

1

0.66

0.72

0.76

VAR.RO

0.60

I
I

I
I

;

i
)

1

.

0.64

0.88

RKZOVIAY

UN1

RO 1

1

I
I

I
I

I
!I

YignPoit?
qignPdT$

1
I
.

0.92

0.96

1.00

ERCIWCY

Figure 2-2

Note that the greatest effects come with variable RO feed pump efficiency.
Some seawater RO systems do in fact use high efficiency piston type pumps so
the high range of efficiency is over 90%. However, the vast majority use
centrifugal pumps, with efficiencies as low as 65%. Note however, that even at
100% pump efficiency, the VARI-RO system still offers an energy advantage
over the conventional RO system.
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VARIABLE RO FEED PUMP EFRCIENCY
STANDARD

RO

Comparison

0.66

0.72

0.76

0.6

Standard

0.64

R2 System

0.66

feed

Pump

0.92

1

0.96

Rfldcncy

Figure 2-3

EFFECT OF VARIABLE WATER RECOVERY

25

325

40

47.5

55

625

70

77.5

65

925

SYSTEM WATERREOVRY

Figure 2-4
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3.0

TASK 2 - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Economic analysis tasks included:
Development of economic assumptions
Capital cost estimates of pumping and energy recovery equipment
Base case economic modeling
Sensitivity analysis of energy efficiency, capital cost and electricity price

l
l
l
l

3.7

Economic

Project Economic

Assumptions
Factors

Project economic factors to be applied in the economic analysis were derived
from the South Bay Desalination Project Final Report. These are shown on
Table 3-l.
Capital

Cost Assumptions

Economic comparisons of VARI-RO vs. conventional systems were based on the
capital, operating and maintenance cost differences for the electric motor drives,
high pressure feed pumps, energy recovery units and associated power supply
and controls equipment. Capital costs for conventional equipment were derived
from the South Bay Desalination Project Final Report and supplier quotations.
Capital cost estimates for VARI-RO equipment were provided by Will Chiids and
derived from estimates of electrical equipment provided by the General Electric
Company.
The capital cost assumptions used in the economic analysis are shown on Table
3-2.
Operating

and Maintenance

Cost Assumptions

Operating labor costs for the VARI-RO system were assumed to be the same as
the conventional system. While specialized operator training may be required
for the VARI-RO system, long-term operating labor costs shouldn’t differ
significantly between the two systems. Maintenance costs for the VARI-RO
system were assumed as 1.6% of the installed equipment cost , or double the
0.08% factor assumed for the conventional system.

June 1994
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‘able 3-l
konomic
Factors
10 MGD Desaiination

Plant

Iesaiination Plant Discount Rate (%)
Equipment Escalation Rate (%)
I&M Escalation Rate (%)
>apitai Recovery Factor (Based on Startup Year)
Zest Basis
5tartup Year
Contingency (% of Direct installed Costs)
nstaiiation (% of Equipment Cost)
3asis for indirect Costs (% Total Direct Capital Cost)
Engineering
Permitting & EIR
interest During Construction, % total
Labor Cost @Near Including 45% Overhead)
Operators and Maintenance Personnel
Administrative Staff
Land Lease Cost ($/Acre/Year)
Wastewater Disposal Cost ($&gal)
Sanitary .Waste Disposal Cost ($/kgal)
Chemical Cleaning Waste Disposal ($/kgal)
Electric Energy (Qkwh)
Chemical Costs ($/LB)
Ferric Chloride
Sodium Hexametaphosphate
Sodium Bisuifite
Poiyeiectrolyte
Sulfuric Acid
Lime
Cbiorine
Carbon Dioxide
Sodium Hypochiorite
Ammonia Hydroxide
Membrane Replacement Cost ($/Membrane Element)

June 1994
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7.5

5.5
5.5
0.0847
1994 dollars
1996
20.0
25.0
15.0
1.0
2.0
68,575
80,707
31,650
4.84
1.12
1,112
O.OE
0.2f
0.97
0.47
0.3L
0.0;
0.01
0.1e
O.lf
0x3
0.2(
1,30(
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Table 3-2
Pumping System
Equipment
Costs
30 MGD Desalination
Equipment Item

Plant
Conventional

Equipment

Differentiai

3.2

VARI-RO

$40,000

HV Circuit Breaker
15/20 MVA Transformers
30/40 MVA Transformer
Secondary Circuit Breakers
1200 A Feeder Circ. Breaker
Isolation Transformers
Tie Circuit Breaker
Limit Amp Motor Starter
induction Motor Drives
induction Motors
Hydraulic Drive Units
High Pressure Pumps
Energy Recovery Units
Total

System

$330,000
$25,000
$240,000
$600,000

$80,000
$450,000
$50,000

$25,000
$180,000
$2,400,000
$1,050,000

Cost

$1,440,000
$1,513,000

$720,000
$2,400,000
$6,040$00
Included

$7,638,000

$9,945,000
$2,307,000

Cost

Base Case Economic

System

Comparisons

Base case economic comparisons of VARI-RO vs. conventional
systems were
run on an economic model developed for the reference desalination
plant. The
desalination piant design configuration
assumed in the analysis included the
intake system, pretreatment
system, RO plant, product water treatment and
storage system and the waste treatment and disposal system. The equipment
and O&M costs for the VARI-RO and conventional systems were assigned as
described in Tables 2.2, 3.2 and Section 3.2. All other desalination
plant capital
and O&M costs were considered the same for both concepts and were derived
from the South Bay Desalination Project Final Report.
The results of the base case economic

comparisons

June 1994
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The VARI-RO system shows a total water cost advantage of approximately
$66/acre-foot, or about $2.4 million per year. This is about 7% of the total cost of
water.
The total capital cost of the desalination plant with the VARI-RO system is about
3% higher than the total capital cost with the conventional pumping and energy
recovery system. This indicates that the capitai cost impact of the VARI-RO
system is small with respect to the total capital cost.
-Energy cost savings for the VARY-RO system are about $2.5 million per year, or
about 24% of total energy cost at at an electric power price of $O.O6kwh. This
cost advantage is slightly offset by a higher maintenance cost of about $0.1
million per year, producing a total cost advantage for the VARI-RO system of
$2.4 million per year, or about 13% of the total O&M cost.
3.3

Economic

Sensitivity

Analysis

An economic sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the comparative
costs of conventional vs. VARI-RO systems for the following variables:
Reducing energy efficiency in the VARI-RO system to 85% for the
hydraulic unit, 95Or6for the high pressure pumping unit and 95% for the
energy recovery unit. This raises the VARI-RO energy to l-3.1 MW and the
total system energy to 17.7 MW for the VARI-RO system versus 21.5 MW for
the conventional system. The net effect on the overall cost of water is to
raise the VARI-RO system cost to $918/acre-foot, versus $897iacre-foot at
the base case efficiency assumptions.

l

Increasing capital cost of the hydraulic unit by 15% and the
displacement unit (high pressure pumping and energy recovery system)
by 30%. This raises the net differential capital cost of the VARI-RO system
from $2,307,000 to $4,479,000.

l

$4,479,000=$2,307,000+%6,040,000*0.30+S2,400,000*0.15
The impact on the cost of water is to raise the overall cost from $897/acrefoot to $91 l/acre-foot. The relatively small effect is due the small percentage
of capital cost made up by the VARI-RO system. This effect has important
implications for developing a price strategy for the finished product.
l

Decreasing high pressure centrifugal feed pump efficiency to 75%. This
raises the conventional system energy from 16.9 MW to 21.6 MW. The
overall conventional system power is therefore raised to 26.2 MW. This
raises the conventional system cost of water from $963iacre-foot to
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$l,037/acre-foot.
The VARI-RO system advantage in this case rises to
13.5% versus 7% at the design conditions.
electricity
price. Figure 3-1 illustrates the effect of varying
electricity price on the total cost of water.

Varying

l

Effect

. - ......_------

.
so.03

of Varying

Electric

Price

.......__..
-..--..- .-..................
_.....-........I-i -.....-I_..-.._-.-.-.__........._-..-.--__..^...__._......_.
.
so.04

.
$0.06

so.05
cost

so.07
=

of Power

so.08
-

= so.09

so.10

- s/kwh

Figure 3-1
The curve is less steep for the VARI-RO system since the higher energy
efficiency of the VARI-RO system damps the effect of increasing power costs.

4.0
l

l

CONCLUSIONS
For the assumed base case conditions for a 30 MGD seawater reverse
osmosis plant located in the San Diego region, the VARI-RO system
produces a total water cost savings of approximately 7% and an annual cost
savings of about $2.4 million at an electricity price of $O.OWkwh.
The savings
result almost entirely from a reduction in energy usage. With an estimated
$4.3 million in increased capital cost for the VARI-RO system, the payback
on the investment would be about two years.
At the development

state of the VARI-RO process, the accuracy of capital
cost estimates may be uncertain. In the sensitivity analysis, an increase of
15% in the capital cost of the hydraulic unit and 30% in the capital cost of the
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dispfacement unit reduced the overall cost of water advantage for VARI-RO
from about 7% to 5%. On one hand, the capital cost difference for the VARIRO system, at about 3% of total project capital cost is relatively insignificant.
On the other hand, project decisions are often made on a capital cost basis,
therefore, the capital cost of VARI-RO equipment must be minimized to
ensure a competitive position.
At base case VARI-RO efficiencies of 88% for the hydraulic drive, 97% for
the high pressure feed pump tind 98% for the energy recovery unit, the VARIRO system produced an energy savings of 31%. which is significant. In
addition, the VARI-RO system eliminates the need for the variable speed
drives, thus reducing the capital cost associated with the drives and the
power supply equipment.

l

Reducing the energy efficiency assumptions for the VARl-RO system to 85%
for the hydraulic drive, 95% for the high pressure feed pump and 95% for the
energy recovery unit produces an energy use advantage of 23% as
compared with 31% for the base case conditions. This advantage remains
significant with respect to total annual cost savings.

l

Because of reduced energy usage, the VARI-RO system has greater water
cost savings as the price of electricity increases. These potential savings
range from about $5O/acre-ft at $O.O5Ikwh to $1 OO/acre-ft,at $O.O8/kwh for
assumed base case conditions.

l

l

l

Reducing the assumed efficiency of the conventional centrifugal pumping
system from the base case of 82.9% to 75% would raise the total water cost
advantage of the VARI-RO system from 7% to 13.5%. Because many
centrifugal pumping systems operate with efficiencies close to 75%, such an
advantage may be possible.
The VARI-RO system could potentially allow a lower recovery rate to be
selected without a major energy use impact on the overall desalination
facility. Lowering the system recovery would, for example, allow operation
with either less membrane elements or at lower operating pressures. The
reduced osmotic pressure (feedlreject log mean average) would also result in
higher quality (lower TDS) product water for a given set of operating
conditions. On the other hand, changing the recovery rate would affect the
plant layout, the number of RO pressure vessels, brine pumping system,
brine pipeline sizes and chemical consumption of the entire system. To
effectively evaluate and re-optimize the desalination plant for VARIRO equipment would require a total facility design and economic analysis.
in summary, there is a definite incentive for commercial development of the
VARI-RO method for seawater desalination plants if the performance and cost
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assumptions
recommend
applications
confirm the

used in the study are verified. To achieve verification, we
that a program of design refinement, equipment cost estimating,
analysis and pilot testing be conducted on a sequential basis to
performance and cost advantages of the technology.

-_
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Appendix

D

Supplementary Data

FLOW RATES

PRODUCT (MGD)

5

5

5

11,574

3,472
8,681

3,472
6,944

8,102

5,208

3,472

20

20

20

1,065
50
1,015

1,065
50
1,015

1,065
50
1,015

20

20

20

84%

84%

84%

85%
95%
95%

65%
95%
96%

85%
96%
95%

ENERGY RECOVERY (generator)
NET (FEED
- ENERGY RECOVERY)
FEED
PUMPING

2,033
3,764
6,597

1,821
3,126
4,948

1,214
2,744
3,958 I

RO SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
kWh/kGAL for NET energy input

18.06

15.01

13.17

850
1824

892
1986

970
2250

PRODUCT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)
PRESSURES (PSID)
SUPPLY
MEMBRANE FEED
MEMBRANE PRESSURE
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE
EFFICIENCIES
(%) [l]
FEED PUMP [2]
ENERGY RECOVERY
ELECTRIC MOTOR
GENERATOR
[3]

3,472

DROP

TURBINE

MEMBRANE QUANTITY [4]
HOLLOW FINE FIBER (HFF) [5J
SPIRAL WOUND (SW)

121

IOTES [ J “CT 1”:
[l]
[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

Eif. were assumed to give the energy consumption stated in the report.
The centrifugal pump & turbine efficiencies seem high.
Generator for systems generating ektric power.
Less membrane quantity is required at lower RR at same pressure.
The HFF qty. is based on 1200 psi, which was not used in energy caks.

EXZl a-‘BASE’

.

FLOW RATES

1

5
3,472
11,574
8,102

5
3,472
8,681
5,2Oii

5
3,472
6,944
3.472

SUPPLY
MEMBRANE FEED
MEMBRANE PRESSURE DROP
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE

20
1,065
50
1,015
20

20
1,065
50
1,015
20

20
1,065
50
1,015

IEFFICIENCIES ph]
FEED PUMP PISTON [2]
ENERGY RECOVERY PISTON [2]
ELECTRIC MOTOR

98%
98%
95%

98%
98%
95%

POWER INPUT (kw)
FEED PUMPING
ENERGY RECOVERY (pump drive)
NE?= (FEED - ENERGY RECOVERY)

6,425
4,113
2.312

4,819
2,644
2.175

3,855
1,763
2.093

11.10

10.44

10.04

850
1824

892
1986

PRODUCT (MGD)
PRODUCT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)
PRESSURES

(PSID) (11

I

I

RO SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
kWh/kGAL for NET energy input
MEMBRANE QUANTITY [l], [4]
HOLLOW FINE FlBER (HFF) [5]
SPIRAL WOUND (SW)

NOTES

[ ] “VARCRO”’

1”:

Pressures and membrane qty. the same as “CT 1”.
[2] The piston eff. includes packing friction 8 valve pressure drop.
(31 Hydaulic eff. indudes hydraulic pump & cyliider.
[4] Less membrane quantity is required at lower RR at same pressure.
[5] The HFF qty. is based on 1200 psi, which was not used in energy talcs.
[l]

EXZla-‘BASE’

20

1
98%
98%
95% I

970
2250.

FLOW RATES
PRQDUCT (MGU)
PRQDUCT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
. BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)
PRESSURES

mu

EFFUENCIES
(96) [I]
FEED PUMP [2]
ENERGY RECOVERY TURBINE [2]
ELECTRIC MOTOR
GENERATOR (not applicable)
POWER INPUT (kw)
MISC- ELECTRICAL

I

5
3,472
7,?f 6
4,244

5
3,472
6,944
3,472
4

(PSID)

SUPPLY
MEMBRANE FEED
MEMSRANE PRESSURE DROP
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE

v

5
3,472
8,681
5,208

20
900
50
850
20

20
975
50
925
20

74%
70%
95%

74%
69?43
95%

20
I ,040
50
990

20

\

75%
69%
9!5%

L
1

(31

28%

MISC. ELECTRICAL
FEED PUMPING
ENERGY RECOVERY (pump drive)
NEr FEED - ENERGY RECOVERY
TOTAL FOR FACllITY (for 6 5 MGD modules

27%
936 ’
904
4,729
4,562
1,386
1,214
3,343
3,346
25.674
25.512

26%
84
4,327
1,065
3,262
24,662
A

SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
SEC = !hVhlkGAL for Ntr Energy Input to RCI
BHUBRANE QUANTITY 141, [5’j
HOLLOW FINE ffBER (HFF)
SPiRAL WOUND (SW)

16.05

16.07

15.66

NA
9,504

NA
9,360

5,520
NA

NOTES [ ] "CT2":
[l] Eff. were assurn0cf to give the energy consumption stated in the report.
[2] The cent. pump & turbine eff. am more masonabb

than “BASE 1 I.

131 Misc. electrical kW as % of NET kW.
[d] The greater membrane
[5] The membrane

qty at lower RR is due to lower pressure.

quantities are much greater than shown for “BASE 1”.

FLOW RATES
PRODUCT (MGD)
PRODUCT (GPM)
FEED WATER SUPPLY (GPM)
BRINE DISCHARGE (GPM)
PRESSURES

MGD

5
3,472
8,681
5,208

5
3,472
7,716
4,244

(PSlD)

--

SUPPLY
MEMBRANE FEED [I]
MEMBRANE PRESSURE DROP
BRINE
BRINE DISCHARGE
EFFICIENCIES (%)
FEED PUMP PISTON [2]
ENERGY RECOVERY PISTON
ELECTRIC MOTOR
HYDRAULIC DRIVE [3)
POWER INPUT

20

’

[2]

50
850
20

20
975
50
925
20

98%
98%
95%
68%

98%
98%
95%
88%

51% ,

46%

20
1,040
50
990
20

98%
98%
95%
88% ’

(kVV)

MISC. ELECTRICAL (MISCINET)
MISC. ELECTRICAL (“BASE 2”) [l]
FEED PUMPING
ENERGY RECOVERY (pump drive)
NEf (FEED - ENERGY RECOVERY)
TOTAL FOR FACILlTY (for (615 MGD module!
SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
SEC = kWh/kGAL for NET Enemv Inwt to RO
MEMBRANE QUANTlTY [l], [4], [s]
HOLLOW FlNE FlBER (HFF)
SPIRAL WOUND (SW)

936’
4,058
2,206

904
3,915
1,960

41%
848
3,763
1,718

1,853

16.731

1,955
17.155

2,045
17.357

8.69

9.38

9.81

NA
9,504

NA
9,360

5,520
NA

NOTES [ ] “VARI-RO’*
2”:
[l] Pressures, misc. elect. kW, & membrane qty. the same as “CT T.
[2] Thepistoneff.includes packing friction 8 valve pressure drop.
[3] Hydaulic eff. includes hydraulic pump 8 cylinder.
[4] The greater membrane qty. at lower RR is due to lower pressure.
I51 The membrane auantitias are much areater than shown for “CT 1”.
EX2la-VASE’

5
3,472
6,944
3,472

